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Chapter 1
In and Out of Equilibrium
Non equilibrium phenomena are ubiquitous in Nature and they appear under
very dierent avours. At the same time, as a result of a huge phenomenol-
ogy, a simple denition of this onept is learly a deliate issue, whih
neerssarily requires further lariations. What non-equilibrium stands for,
at least from the perspetive of the present work, is the rst question we ad-
dress in this introdutory hapter.
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The onept of thermodynami equilibrium is one of the building blok
of modern statistial physis. It deals with properties of marosopi sys-
tems whih are isolated or weakly oupled to an environment and an be
summarized as follows:
A marosopi system is said to be in thermal equilibrium when
(i) its state (physial properties) is dened in terms of a unique
set of intensive and extensive variables whih do not hange
with time and (ii) no urrents of harges assoiated to onserved
quantities (partiles, energy, ...) ow through it.
If one think for a moment about this denition then he immediately realizes
that suh a onept is more an exeption than a rule in every day life. Indeed,
non equilibrium eets are extremely ommon in many dierent physial
situations of the greatest simpliity, the ow of eletri urrent through a
metalli ondutor being just a trivial example. This is even more true if
we think that the very basi idea of performing experiments on materials
and ompounds amounts to at with some external eld on an otherwise
equilibrium system and to monitor its response to the applied perturbation.
As a result one ould be tempted to ask why, inspite of the restritiveness of
the above denition, the assumption of thermal equilibrium has been (and
atually still is) so powerful and useful to desribe physial properties of
marosopi systems. A possible answer to this question should be based on
two observations.
From one side, as often happens in physis, what matters are the orders
of magnitude of tipial time sales a system need to reah a quasi-equilibrium
state ompared to the time sales on whih observation takes plae. As a
onsequene, with a good degree of approximation, a marosopi system an
be onsidered as in thermal equilibrium if all fast proesses have taken plae
while the slowest one still have to our. Clearly the distintion between fast
and slow depends on the observation time that is onsidered [111, 114, 56℄.
A seond key observation omes from a basi result in the statistial
theory of many partile systems whih goes under the apparently innouous
name of linear response theory. It simply states that a small external pertur-
bation an only probe small utuations around equilibrium. Hene, as long
as applied elds are weak enough, the system an be onsidered as in thermal
equilibrium for all pratially purposes. This major result is of paramount
importane in onneting theory to experiments, sine it provides a way to
ompute experimental relevant quantities suh as suseptibilities in terms of
equilibrium orrelation funtions, whih are the natural quantities in terms
of whih the many body problem is formulated.
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There are however physial situations in whih the relevant eets annot
be aounted for by assuming that the system is lose to an equilibrium state.
We will refer to two main lasses of non equilibrium phenomena throughout
this work. The rst one an be realized by attahing the system of interest
to external soures whih allow it to sustain stationary urrents providing a
dissipation mehanism whih prevent indenite heating. In this ase, after
some transient, the system will reah a stationary state where physial prop-
erties do show time-translational invariant. However, due to the external
foring a nite urrent ows aross the systems and the steady state is not
an equilibrium state.
A seond lass of non equilibrium phenomena onerns expliitly time
dependent situations. These an be realized, for example, by exposing the
system to time dependent external elds or to time dependent variation of its
Hamiltonian parameters. The simplest example one an imagine within this
lass onerns the relaxation of an highly exited state toward equilibrium.
In the next two hapter we will present experimental and theoretial
motivations to address these phenomena in the ontext of strongly orrelated
eletron systems.
12
Chapter 2
Non Equilibrium Physis in
Strongly Correlated Systems
Reent years have seen an enourmous progress in preparing, ontrolling and
probing quantum systems in non-equilibrium regime. Experimental break-
throughs in the eld of nanosale transport, ultra old atomi gases and time
resolved pump probe spetrosopies on solid state materials triggered a huge
interest on the eld of strongly orrelated systems out of equilibrium. In
this hapter we will briey review some of these reent ahievements whih
provide the main experimental motivation for this work.
13
14 2.1. QUANTUM TRANSPORT AT NANOSCALE
Figure 2.1: Single Moleule Transistor built with C60 moleule using ele-
tromigration tehnique. AFM image from [152℄.
2.1 Quantum Transport at Nanosale
Reent advanes in nanotehnology have made it possible to ontat miro-
sopi quantum objets to large metalli reservoirs [179, 37℄. Single moleules
or even artiial atoms, so alled quantum dots, have been ontated, open-
ing a route towards promising nanoeletroni devies. Beside their obvious
relevane for tehnologial appliations, in view of building a moleular-based
eletronis overoming the famous Moore's Law, these experimental break-
throughs have triggered an enormous sienti interest around the eld of
quantum transport. Many questions that up to reent years seem to be purely
speulative (if not ompletely meaningless) suh as measuring the ondu-
tane of a single atom, may be now experimentally addressed in a more of
less ontrolled setup [172℄.
From an experimental point of view, many dierent tehniques an be
employed depending whether the objet to ontat is a lithographially de-
signed quantum dot, a magneti adatom on a metalli surfae or a single
moleule bridging two metalli eletrodes. In the rst ase the oupling
between the reservoirs and the artiial atom obtained by quantum on-
nement of the two dimensional eletron gas, is through tunneling barriers.
In the latter two ases the usual setup typially involves respetively san-
ning tunneling mirosope (STM) tehniques, for magneti adatoms, and
breakjuntion/eletromigration tehniques for single moleule transistors.
From a more theoretial perspetive, ontating mirosopi objets to
large metalli reservoirs is partiularly intriguing sine allows to probe trans-
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port phenomena in a ompletely dierent regime with respet to onven-
tional solid-state materials [129℄. While eletron-eletron interations in bulk
marosopi ondutors are in general eiently sreened and other phys-
ial mehanisms are responsible for the relaxation proesses, the behavior
of those strongly-orrelated nanodevies is greatly aeted by a large (un-
sreened) Coulomb repulsion experiened by loalized eletrons sitting on the
dot/moleule. Notie that despite the disrete set of levels of the isolated
quantum system, whih would suggest an exat treatment, hybridization to
the reservoirs makes the problem extremely hallenging. In addition, due to
the size of the tunneling rate whih may beome omparable or even lower
with respet to loal energy sales (suh as the eletron-eletron repulsion
or the energy of atomi displaements) at suiently low temperatures non
trivial many body phenomena an emerge.
In this respet the experimental observation of the Kondo Eet, one of
the hallmark of strong orrelation phenomena, in a quantum dot oupled
to a metalli lead [72, 36℄ reated huge exitement. Many theoretial and
experimental investigations followed, whih have made the eld of trans-
port through orrelated nanostrutures a privileged arena where strong or-
relation phenomena an be experimentally probed with an high degree of
tunability and, more interestingly, in novel physial regimes. In partiular,
induing non equilibrium eets in these nano-devies is rather natural, one
the diult task of ontating the moleule has been aomplished. The sim-
plest example one an think of is to apply a d-bias voltage between soure
and drain eletrodes to indue a urrent owing aross the ontat. This
drives the system through a transient regime, toward a steady state whih
although being stationary - hene time-translational invariant- features a
nite amount of urrent through it. Suh an highly exited state of the ou-
pled system (moleule+eletrodes) is referred to as a non-equilibrium steady
state (NeqSS). It is worth notiing that, by measuring the I − V harater-
isti or the dierential ondutane ∂I/∂V , experiments an diretly probe
physial properties of suh non equilibrium state.
In the following we briey sketh some reent experimental results that
are partiularly relevant for the subjet of this work, sine they highlight
beautiful interplay between orrelations and non equilibrium eets. The
reader has to be areful however, sine many other interesting non equilib-
rium phenomena an be investigated in those systems. Indeed beside the
ase of d transport, whih is the likely simplest one an imagine and prati-
ally realize, the high degree of ontrol oered by these nano-devies allows
one to engineer many dierent protools (and orrespondingly probes) to in-
due out of equilibrium eets. In this respet we note that experiments are
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Figure 2.2: Experimental data for transport through a semiondutor quan-
tum dot, from [182℄. Dierential ondutane as a funtion of the soure-
drain voltage Vsd for dierent temperatures ranging from T = 15mK (thik
blak) to T = 900mK (thik red). Notie the Kondo anomaly at low bias,
where the unitarity limit is almost approahed.
rapidly moving in the diretion of time-resolved tehniques to detet harge
transport by ounting individual eletrons while tunneling aross orrelated
nanostrutures suh as semionduting quantum dots [184, 165, 78℄.
Coulomb Blokade and Kondo Eet Out of Equilibrium
Signatures of eletron-eletron orrelations in transport through nano-devies
learly appear in the I(V ) harateristi and in the dierential ondutane
G(V ) = ∂I/∂V , whih are very sensitive probes of loal many body physis
[119℄. The simplest example is the Coulomb Blokade eet, whih has been
observed in a number of experiments with quantum dots or single moleule
transistors, see [138℄. It results from the large harging energy EC one has to
pay to add an extra eletron on the dot/moleule, due to Coulomb repulsion.
It tipially appears as sharp peaks in the zero bias ondutane as a fun-
tion of the gate voltage or equivalently as a gap in the I(V ) urve, meaning
that a nite bias voltage of order EC is needed to make harge transport
possible. The most striking eet of many body orrelations ours at low
enough temperatures and for gate voltages suh that the dot aommodates
an odd number of eletrons. Then, upon dereasing the applied bias voltage,
the ondutane rosses over from the low-ondutane Coulomb blokade
regime to the high-ondutane Kondo regime, as shown in gure 2.2. Suh
a zero-bias anomaly eventually reahes the unitary limit [182℄ as the tem-
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Figure 2.3: Experimental data for transport through single C60 moleule,
from [137℄. The urrent-voltage urve show at low bias the harateris-
ti Coulomb Blokade plateau. At larger bias signatures of exitations of
moleular phonons are visible as steps at regularly displaed voltages.
perature goes to zero, reeting the omplete sreening of the loal moment
by the ondution eletrons of the nearby Fermi Sea. While the eet of
temperature on this many-body state is well known sine the early experi-
ments on metalli alloys, its ompetition with an external soure drain bias
is a genuine non-equilibrium eet whih has been possible to measure only
muh more reently thanks to nano-sale devies [182, 76℄.
Phonons Eets in Moleular Transistors
A relevant issue in transport through devies that are built with single
moleules is the role played by the internal vibrational degrees of freedom
during the transport proess. Indeed due to the urrent owing aross the
system, eletrons are repeatedly added and removed from the moleule, a
proess whih may result into novel physial eets, suh as a hange of
shape or position of the moleule itself with respet to the leads. In addi-
tion, due to the nite bias applied aross the juntion the internal vibrational
degrees of freedom an be also driven out of equilibrium due to their oupling
with eletroni degrees of freedom.
In this respet pioneering transport measurements on vibrating single
moleule transistors have been performed [137℄ where the ondutane of
a moleular juntion made by a C60 moleule onneted to gold eletrodes
has been measured. Beside the Coulomb blokade plateau, the I − V urve
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Figure 2.4: A artoon piture of two dimensional (top) and three dimensional
(bottom) optial latties. From [17℄.
shows harateristi steps at regularly displaed voltages due to exitations
of moleular phonons, a peuliar non equilibrium eet.
2.2 Ultra-Cold Atomi Gases in Optial Latties
Reent advanes in the eld of ultra old atoms have allowed to engineer
marosopi quantum many-body systems with tunable interations and al-
most perfet isolation from the environment [17℄. This has been possible
thanks to a series of experimental breakthroughs whih start with the real-
ization of novel ooling mehanisms, allowing to observe dilute gases made by
bosoni and fermioni atoms at extremely low temperatures
1
. Here genuine
quantum eets due to spin-statistis beome relevant and phenomena suh
as Bose-Einstein ondensation [7, 21, 40℄ or Fermi Degeneray [42, 169, 180℄
have been observed.
These results triggered a large body of researh whih mainly foused on
marosopi quantum oherene phenomena whih haraterize both bosoni
and fermioni ondensates. However, due to the very diluted regime (n ≃
1014cm−3), eetive interations in these systems are often weak enough
that an eetive single partile desription is suient and interesting many
body eets are missed. Therefore an huge exitement has been generated by
the experimental ahievement of two major steps in the diretion toward a
1
Temperatures as low as T ≃ 100µK with laser ooling tehniques and T ≃ 100nK
with evaporative ooling have been reahed.
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strong-interation regime in ultraold quantum gases. The rst one was the
development of Fesbah resonane tehniques [35, 93℄ to tune the interation
strength of individual atoms by means of an external magneti eld. This
allowed to inrease the eetive sattering length far beyond the average
interpartile spaing, thus turning a weakly interating diluted gas into a
strongly interating one.
A seond important step was the possibility to onne old atoms into
ongurations of redued dimensionality or to load them in periodial lat-
ties built with laser light elds, known as optial latties [74℄. Here dipo-
lar fores loalize the atoms in the minima (or maxima) of the stationary
and monohromati eletromagneti potential, thus generating situations in
whih the eets of the interations are enhaned. Interestingly the param-
eters of the light eld diretly aet the properties of the lattie, the half
wavelength being the lattie spaing while the intensity of the radiation eld
ontrolling the depth of the potential, hene the hopping strength and the
value of two partile interations.
The resulting set-up may be seen as an idealized version of a onventional
solid state system where spin-full eletrons, here fermioni atoms with dier-
ent hyperne states, feel the periodi potential of ioni lattie. Equivalently,
ultraold atoms in optial latties an be onsidered as the simplest experi-
mental realization of popular lattie models of interating quantum partiles.
The ombination of these experimental results largely extended the range of
physis whih is aessible with ultra old atoms, opening the way to study
strongly orrelated systems in a ompletely tunable set-up. An important
step in this diretion has been the experimental realization of a Mott Insula-
tor made by bosoni [74℄ and fermioni atoms [96, 167℄. It is worth notiing,
however, that the major bottlenek toward the experimental ahievement of
exoti many body phases is still represented by the issue of ooling meh-
anisms. Indeed the energy sales ontrolling the physis of those systems
are so small that reahing temperature for the onset of antiferromagnetism
or superondutivity has been so far elusive. This is partiularly true for
fermions, whih are more diult to ool down due to Pauli priniple whih
largely redues their sattering amplitude in the s-wave hannel.
2.2.1 Non Equilibrium Experiments
One of the main feature of experiments with old atomi gases, whih largely
dier from onventional solid-state setup, is the possibility to hange dynam-
ially - i.e. in the time domain - any mirosopi parameters, suh as the
interation between atoms or the external trapping potential. In addition,
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Figure 2.5: Time of ight measurements [75℄ of the momentum distribution
of ultra-old Rb bosoni atoms, taken at dierent times t after the hange of
the potential depth. From left to right: (a) 0µs, (b) 100µs, () 150 µs, (d)
250 µs, (e) 350 µs, (f) 400 µs, (g) 550 µs. Notie the ollapse and revival of
the superuid oherene peak.
the aforementioned low energy sales in these systems (typially ∼ kHz) and
the almost perfet isolation from the environment result into relatively long
time sales ompared to solid state materials (see next setion). This makes
those systems the natural laboratory where the unitary quantum dynamis
following an external perturbation an be probed in real-time. In the follow-
ing we will briey survey some keynote reent experiments that triggered an
enormous interest on the eld of non equilibrium dynamis of isolated many
body systems.
Collapse and Revival Osillations
The rst seminal experiment probing the non equilibrium dynamis of ultra-
old bosoni atoms in optial latties has been realized in [75℄. Here a sudden
hange of the strength of the lattie depth has been performed, driving the
system from a weakly interating superuid regime to the Mott Insulator.
Hene the system is hold with the nal value of lattie depth for a variable
time t, after whih time of ights measurements are taken to probe the
evolution of momentum distribution, see gure 2.5.
As we an see from panel a), the initial state shows oherent peaks in
the interferene pattern whih are harateristi features of the superuid
phase. After some transient time those peaks get washed out and the sys-
tems show no more signatures of phase oherene, see panel d. Surprisingly
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Figure 2.6: Left Panel: artoon piture of the lassial Newton's radle and
its quantum analogue. The initial BEC is splitted in two wavepakets whih
osillate out of phase with period τ . Right Panel: Absorption images during
the rst osillation yle. From [106℄.
enough, however, after waiting further time the oherene is restored as
learly shown in the last panel g. Atually, the non equilibrium dynamis
of the system shows a full series of ollapse and revival osillations of the
superuid phase oherene, whih eventually fade out at longer time sales.
While a qualitative explanation of the observed periodi pattern has been
given in terms of simple mean eld arguments [197℄ a full understanding of
the non equilibrium dynamis in interating bosoni (and fermioni) systems
is still a subjet of intense researh ativity.
Quantum Newton's Cradle
A seond ground-breaking experiment probing the dynamis of bosoni atoms
has been performed more reently [106℄. Here a BEC of Rb atoms was on-
ned by means of a strong two dimensional optial lattie into an eetively
one-dimensional geometry. Then, by applying along the axial diretion a
pulse signal with wave vetor k and frequeny ω0, the zero-momentum state
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Figure 2.7: Experimental data from [177℄ showing time evolution of dou-
bly oupied sites in a strongly orrelated system made by ultra old 40K
fermioni atoms.
is splitted in two oherent wave-pakets with momentum ±2~k that reol-
lide periodially after a time tcol ∼ π/ω0, see artoon in gure 2.6. The
remarkable experimental observation was that even after several hundred of
osillations the initial non-equilibrium momentum distribution did not relax
to a new equilibrium one onsistent with given marosopi onstraints suh
as energy and partile onservation.
This experimental result triggered many theoretial investigations on the
non equilibrium dynamis of integrable and non-integrable interating quan-
tum systems.
Lifetime of Doublons
Non equilibrium experiment involving ultra old fermioni atoms in the
strongly orrelated regime have been reported only muh more reently. A
reent work addresses the deay of doubly oupied lattie sites (doublons)
in the fermioni single band Hubbard model. In order to prepare a largely
out of equilibrium initial state the system was exposed to lattie modulation
whih reated an exess of doublons. After the modulation the system is let
evolve freely at the initial lattie depth and interation strength for up to
4s. As shown in gure 2.7 the experimental results show an elasti deay of
doublons spanning two-order of magnitude. The deay rate of this highly
exited state is found to be, within a good agreement, exponentially large in
the ratio U/J , where U is the Hubbard repulsion and J the hopping integral.
This result onrms what rstly notied in [155℄. Indeed the deay of highly
exited states on a lattie with bandwidth D is inhibited by energy onser-
vation. In order to dissipate a huge energy E ≫ D a n-partile sattering
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Figure 2.8: Shemati set-up of a time resolved pump probe experiment. In
this approah, an ultrashort laser pulse is split into two portions, a stronger
beam (pump) is used to exite the sample generating a non-equilibrium state,
while a weaker beam (probe) is used to monitor the pump-indued hanges
in physial properties of the system.
proess is required, with n ∼ E/D. In a system with two-body interations
suh a proess is expeted to have an exponentially small rate, thus to be
long-lived.
2.3 Time-Resolved Spetrosopies on Correlated Ma-
terials
In the previous setions we have desribed artiially engineered systems
in whih eletron-eletron interations an have dramati eets on the ob-
served physial properties. This is not only true in artiial systems but
also, and perhaps more interestingly, in real solid state materials.
In this respet relevant examples are provided by a ertain lass of
transition-metal oxides with partially lled d-shells, or by many moleular
solids with large separations between neighboring moleules. Here the en-
ergy gain due to eletron wavefuntion deloalization an be lower than the
energy assoiated to the loal eletron-eletron Coulomb repulsion. When
this is the ase the oherent eletroni motion an beome energetially un-
favourable with respet to harge loalization around atomi or moleular
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sites and the system is a so alled Mott Insulator (MI). Suh a strongly
orrelated state of matter represents a remarkable example of the failure of
onventional band theory. Aording to it, due to the partially lled band,
a Mott Insulator should indeed behave like a metal, while it features harge
gapped exitations due to the large Coulomb repulsion. This is typially
missed in standard eletroni strutures alulations whih aount for in-
terations only at mean eld level.
From the physial point of view it is worth notiing that many non trivial
phenomena are known to our in strongly orrelated materials whih are on
the verge of beoming Mott insulators, high-temperature superondutivity
being one of the most striking example [112℄ . It is hene not surprising that
many dierent experimental tehniques have been developed, sine the early
disovery of superondutivity in opper-based oxides [128℄, to haraterize
physial properties of these materials with an inreasing resolution either in
energy [38℄ or in real-spae [139℄.
Reently a large interest has been generated by the possibility to inves-
tigate orrelated materials using modern time-resolved spetrosopies with
femtoseond resolution, tehniques whih have been mainly borrowed from
the realm of atoms and moleules [196℄.
Pump-probe spetrosopy is the simplest experimental tehnique used to
study ultrafast dynamis in solids and moleules. In suh experiments, one
rst shoots an ultrafast (typially 10-100 fs) pumping pulse on the sample
to drive its eletroni system out of the equilibrium state. Then after a brief
time delay (∆t) of typially tens of femtoseonds to tens of pioseonds, a
probing pulse of either photons or eletrons is sent in to probe the sample
transient state. By varying ∆t, one an study the proess by whih the sys-
tem relaxes bak to the equilibrium state, thus aquiring the related dynami
information. Most onventional set-ups use optial probes to measure, for
example, the hanges in the optial onstants (suh as reetivity or trans-
mission) as a funtion of time delay between the arrival of pump and probe
pulses. This yields information about the relaxation of eletroni states in
the sample [67℄.
It is worth mentioning that the very idea of reording transient phe-
nomena by shining short pulses followed by a seond one at xed delay was
developed long-time ago, already before the end of XIX entury [109℄. Al-
though the oneptual framework for pump-probe spetrosopy was settled,
it takes the whole entury to develop proper tehniques to generates and
detet fast enough pulses. In this respet the resolution in the time domain
was limited by nanoseond duration of inoherent light soures for almost
fty years. Then the development of broadband lasers and non-linear op-
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Figure 2.9: Time-Resolved ARPES measurements [141℄ of the evolution of
eletroni struture of 1T-TaS2 after an infrared optial exitation. Right
panel shows the instantaneous ollapse of the intensity of the Hubbard band
and the slower subsequent reovery. Left panel shows the dynamis of the
spetral funtion whih rstly shows a transfer of spetral weight from the
Hubbard band to the Fermi level and then a slower depletion.
tial tehniques pushes the resolution power of pump-probe tehniques six
order of magnitude up, from nanoseond to femtoseond regime. This largely
widens the range of physial proesses that an be addressed by means of
these tehniques. In addition, sine it is now possible to generate and detet
femtoseond pulses aross the whole eletromagneti spetrum, novel time-
resolved spetrosopi tehniques have been proposed in addition to more
onventional optial probes. Among them we mention ultrafast eletron
diration [29℄ and photoemission spetrosopy [141℄. As we briey men-
tioned, a ommon feature of these dynamial tehniques is that the system
investigated is no longer in strit thermodynami equilibrium. The mate-
rial under study may be either in an exited state whose deay into other
degrees of freedom is being probed, yielding information unavailable to on-
ventional time-averaged frequeny domain spetrosopies, or in a metastable
state with fundamentally dierent physial properties. Many interesting ex-
periments have been reently performed on orrelated materials using time-
resolved spetrosopies, see for example [66, 34℄ for interesting works on
uprate high-T superondutors. In the next paragraph we briey sketh
one among them, that we found of partiular interest for the present work.
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Figure 2.10: Cartoon piture of the transient dynamis of eletroni struture
of 1T-TaS2 after photo-indued exitation.
2.3.1 Time Evolution of the Eletroni Struture aross an
Insulator to Metal transition
Dierently from metalli ompounds, Mott insulators features a large gap in
the spetrum of single partile exitations. Chemial doping is a possible and
widely used route to indue an insulator to metal transition. An alternative
path is oered by the so alled photo-doping as it has been shown in [141℄.
Here an infrared femtoseond laser pulse exites the insulating phase of
1T-TaS2, a material whih shows a Mott transition driven by eletroni or-
relations. Hene the transient eletroni struture is measured diretly with
time-resolved photoeletron spetrosopy by photoemitting valene eletrons
by a time-delayed ultra-violet laser pulse. In gure 2.9 we report ARPES
data at dierent time delays. The results show that the optial exitation
indues an ultrafast transformation to a semi-onduting transient phase.
This is shown by the instantaneous ollapse of the eletroni band gap
(right panel) and by the major transfer of spetral weight from the Hubbard
band to the originally gapped region lose to the Fermi level. This proess
ours on a rather short time sale, t < 100fs. Then the hot eletron distri-
bution deays rapidly within a few hundred femtoseond and the band gap
is subsequently re-established. Notie however that the peak of the Hub-
bard band is slightly shifted toward the Fermi level due to photoindued
doping. In addition, the hot eletrons launh a nulear motion of the lattie
atoms whih vibrate oherently after the instantaneous exitation. Sine
these vibrations do not alter the band gap, the material remains insulat-
ing. Nevertheless the breathing of the lattie struture modies the binding
energy of eletroni states by eletron-phonon oupling.
Chapter 3
Theoretial Challenges in
Correlated Systems Out of
Equilibrium
The experimental advanes we have desribed in previous hapter oer the
hane to probe strongly orrelated systems in a ompletely novel regime,
where the ombination of interations and non equilibrium eets may result
in many non trivial phenomena. A theoretial desription of this new regime
poses serious hallenges, both from a oneptual and a methodologial point
of view. In this hapter we briey review the main theoretial issues behind
the study of strongly orrelated systems out of equilibrium.
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3.1 A Glimpse on Many Body Theory of Non Equi-
librium States
Strongly orrelated eletron systems and their rih physial properties rep-
resent a major hallenge for theoretial ondensed matter physis sine last
thirty years. They usually esape any single partile desription and are of-
ten assoiated to intrinsially non perturbative eets. The main goal of the
theoretial researh has been so far mainly foused on understanding low
temperature equilibrium properties of these systems, whih is the regime
typially probed in ondensed matter experiments. Here ground state orre-
lations and low-lying exited states ompletely dominate the physis. This
eort resulted into a large variety of analytial and numerial methods able
to ope with eletron-eletron interation beyond perturbation theory.
However, as experiments start probing physial properties far beyond
the linear response regime, the interest on orrelated phenomena in out of
equilibrium rapidly starts to grow.
In its original formulation the many body theory of non equilibrium states
dates bak to early works by Shwinger [170℄, Keldysh [105℄, Kadano and
Baym [97℄ in the mid sixties. In their seminal ontributions these authors set-
tled the proper theoretial framework to desribe systems whih are evolved
under the ation of external elds or whih are driven into non equilibrium
steady states by external foring. Without entering in too muh details, for
whih we refer the reader to existing monographs [147, 98℄, we an try to
point out the main dierene between equilibrium (zero temperature) many
body theory and its non-equilibrium ounterpart. It lies in the fat that,
one the systems is pushed out of equilibrium, the nature of the quantum
state on whih physial properties are omputed is not dened a priori, but
is determined by the dynamis itself. This point is entral in the whole
formulation and reets the fat that we would like to desribe phenomena
suh as the ow of urrents where the system, even if stationary, ould not
be in its ground state but in an arbitrarily exited state. This is at the op-
posite of standard many body theory based on the so alled Gell-Mann Low
theorem [64℄, whih assume that, provided the interation is swithed on
adiabatially in the innite past, the system will remain in its ground state
even after innite time. While this statement is generally true for ground
states it an be violated for arbitrary states [110℄, whih evolve after innite
time into a ombination of exited states. From a dierent perspetive we
ould say that while in thermal equilibrium the general goal is to solve the
Hamiltonian and nd its spetrum, out of equilibrium also the distribution
funtion have to be determined by solving appropriate kineti equations.
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Although extremely valuable and general, this approah as it stands annot
provide too muh insights into the strongly interating regime where per-
turbative approahes usually fail. This is even more true for what onerns
the real-time dynamis. Indeed it is well known [13℄ that bare perturba-
tion theory in real-time is usually plagued by seular terms whih make the
limit of long-times/small-interations triky to handle. Partial summations
of ertain lass of diagrams are not suient to ensure a stable long-time
limit and one has to resort to more sophistiated approahes, see for example
[68, 63℄ Among them we mention in partiular the ow equation approah
[81, 82℄ whih provides a reliable analytial tool to study the non equilibrium
real-time dynamis in the weak oupling regime.
This has motivated a huge eort for developing methods that treat strong
orrelations and non equilibrium eets on equal footing. This eort has been
triggered by few main theoretial issues whih we will briey review here,
sine they have a speial interest from the perspetive of the present work.
3.2 Non Equilibrium Physis in Quantum Impurity
Models
Several intriguing theoretial questions arise from the possibility to ouple
small interating quantum systems to external reservoirs and to drive them
out of equilibrium by applying a foring eld, suh as a d voltage bias. As a
result a strongly orrelated non equilibrium steady state (NeqSS) is reahed,
after waiting some transient time, with a nite urrent owing aross the
system. A natural question onerns how to desribe suh a state when in-
terations are not weak and in partiular what is the eet of deoherene
and dissipation - two genuine non equilibrium eets - on the physial prop-
erties of the system. Also, an interesting question onerns the typial time
sales whih ontrol the onset of a NeqSS.
Quantum Impurity (QI) models represent the natural framework to study
quantum transport through nanoontats. These onsist of a small quantum
system with few interating degrees of freedom, the impurity, tunnel ou-
pled to a reservoir of fermioni exitations. Worthily, while the equilibrium
physis of these nutshell strongly orrelated systems an be studied with a
wide range of powerful numerial and analitial tools, their non equilibrium
dynamis is still hallenging. The reason for this gap is mainly due to the
fat that most of the theoretial tools whih has been developed in the last
thirty years to solve quantum impurity models in equilibrium, most notably
Numerial Renormalization Group [192, 23℄ (NRG), an not be diretly ap-
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plied to the out of equilibrium ase. This has triggered a large amount of
theoretial works. Many interesting issues have been addressed in the on-
text of quantum impurities in non equilibrium steady states. Without sake
of ompleteness, we briey summarize some of them here.
3.2.1 Anderson Impurity Out of Equilibrium
A theoretial paradigm for orrelated quantum transport is provided by the
so alled Anderson Impurity model rstly introdued in [8℄ to explain the low
temperature behaviour of magneti impurities embedded in metalli hosts. It
ontains the basi physis of the Kondo eet [192, 133℄, namely the omplete
sreening of the impurity spin by ondution eletrons as the temperature
is lowered to zero, and it was later reognized [131, 69, 2℄ to be responsible
for the zero bias anomaly observed in the low temperature ondutane of
semionduting quantum dots.
Non equilibrium eets on this orrelated loal many body state have
been studied theoretially very intensively in last years, due to their diret
relevane to experiments on nanodevies.
In partiular, the eet of a d voltage bias has been rstly addressed
using (weak-oupling) perturbative renormalization group methods, see for
example [99, 100, 153, 103, 44, 59℄, that provide a sensible approximation
in the regime eV ≫ TK . The general outome of these studies is that the
ow of the urrent aross the impurity indues deoherene thus utting-
o the harateristi logarithmi singularities assoiated with Kondo eet.
Also the role of a magneti eld has been addressed in the same regime
[154, 60, 168℄. Moreover, the behaviour of dierential ondutane at low
bias voltage eV ≪ TK has been also obtained using Fermi Liquid Theory
[100, 135℄.
However, as these works fous mainly on the asymptoti regimes of
low and high voltages, the theoretial desription of the whole bias-indued
rossover from low ondutane up to the unitary limit is still a hallenging
open problem. In addition many harateristi non equilibrium features due
to the bias voltage, suh as for example its eet on the impurity spetral
funtion, has not been yet fully laried. Finally, we also mention that theo-
retial approahes able to deal with more ompliated impurity models (suh
as those with more impurities or orbitals) would be highly desirable.
Reently a new interest has been triggered by the developments of non
perturbative methods for quantum impurities out of equilibrium. We men-
tion here, in partiular, the extension of Bethe-Ansatz [118, 20℄ and many
interesting numerially exat methods. Among those that have been reently
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applied to study quantum transport through a orrelated Anderson Impurity
in the non linear regime we mention the sattering state extension of NRG
[3℄, the time-dependent Density Matrix Renormalization Group [107, 88℄
(DMRG), and the ISPI method [186, 46℄. In addition, a novel numerial
method based on Diagrammati Monte Carlo [183℄ has been reently pro-
posed by a number of authors [127, 162, 191℄. This will be the main subjet
of the rst part of this thesis and we refer the reader to hapters 4 and 5.
3.2.2 Vibrational eets in non equilibrium transport
Theoretial investigations of vibrational eets in quantum transport through
single moleules, starting with the pioneering works [70, 193℄, keep attrating
a large interest in the ommunity [122, 61℄. The interplay between eletroni
and vibroni degrees of freedom in moleular ondutors and the large num-
ber of energy sales that are involved result in non trivial behaviors that are
generally diult to grasp within a unied theoretial framework. Several
interesting issues have been reently addressed.
One onerns, for example, the possible signatures of eletron-vibron ou-
pling in transport properties suh as dierential ondutane [51℄, shot noise
[87℄ and more generally full ounting statistis [166, 10℄. These may appear
as so alled voltage-indued singularities [53℄, arising when bias voltage hits
the vibrational frequeny of the moleule, or as side bands in the nite bias
dierential ondutane [57℄.
A relevant issue in the proess where eletrons ow aross the moleule
is the role played by phonon distribution funtion whih may be or not
thermalized with the fermioni reservoirs [54, 122℄. In the latter ase we
ould expet the bias to play the role of eetive temperature for the vibrioni
exitations.
More reently also the transient non equilibrium dynamis has been stud-
ied, using lowest order Keldysh perturbation theory and a mean-eld strong
oupling approah [151℄. It is worth notiing that the dynamial behaviour
of these single moleule devies may display intriguing eets espeially in
the strong eletron-vibron oupling regime where the juntion may be on
the verge of a bistable behaviour [121℄. In this respet a proper treatment
of quantum utuations is also ruial to orretly reprodue the physis
[122, 123℄.
3.2.3 Real-Time Dynamis after Loal Quantum Quenh
Beside their interest for steady state non equilibrium transport quantum
impurity models also oer a lean setup to study real-time dynamis after a
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sudden perturbation, a so alled quantum quenh.
In the ontext of impurity models this problem has a long history that
goes bak to the seminal works by Nozières and De Dominiis on the X-
ray edge singularity [134℄, passing through the famous Anderson and Yuval
approah to the Kondo model [195℄.
More reently, this problem stimulated new interest [132, 113, 5℄, due
to the experimental progresses in nanotehnology, whih made it possible to
ontat mirosopi quantum objets with metalli eletrodes, thus realizing
quantum impurity models in a fully tunable set-up [71℄.
Two kinds of quenhes an be onsidered in this ontext, depending on the
amount of energy that is injeted into the system, also referred as the work
done during the quenh. Global quantum quenhes are partiularly relevant
for transport through orrelated nanostrutures, where a net urrent ow is
fored by suddenly swithing on e.g. a d bias voltage. Sine the swithed
perturbation is extensive, the system is driven into a non-equilibrium steady
state at long times [44℄. Conversely, loal quantum quenhes amount to
suddenly hange the impurity Hamiltonian. These kinds of quenhes an be
realized in an optial absorption experiment, as suggested in [181℄ and more
reently in [90℄, and the resulting non-equilibrium dynamis an be traked
in real-time using pump-probe tehniques or, in real-frequenies, measuring
the absorption lineshape. Furthermore, loal quenhes are interesting as they
are the simplest examples of non-equilibrium proesses whose statistis may
show non trivial utuations [171℄.
In the ontext of the Anderson Impurity Model the real-time dynamis
has been studied using td-NRG [5℄. This study reveals the presene of sep-
arate time sales for harge and spin exitations, the rst being ontrolled
by the hybridization width while the latter being long lived and ontrolled
by the Kondo temperature TK . We will ome bak on this problem in next
hapters.
In the ontext of Kondo Model many theoretial works addressed the
real-time dynamis after a loal perturbation using analytial and numerial
approahes [6, 143, 102℄.
An intriguing problem, whih will be partially addressed in next hapters,
is related to the interplay between the quenh and the low energy spetral
properties of the bath. Indeed, as it is well known, the equilibrium xed
point struture of the AIM is very sensitive to the low energy properties
of the bath [194, 73℄ and this may result in non trivial behaviors for what
onerns the non equilibrium dynamis. This point has some onnetion
with a reent investigation of the dynamis in ferromagneti Kondo model
[83℄, made with td-NRG and ow equation approah.
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3.3 Non Equilibrium Dynamis of Correlated Bulk
Systems
A seond main line of theoretial researh on strongly orrelated physis out
of equilibrium has been triggered by the opportunity to probe relaxation
dynamis of highly exited states in marosopi quantum systems. This is
oered by reent developments in ultra old atoms and pump-probe spe-
trosopies on orrelated materials that we have briey reviewed in hapter
2.
As opposite to previous ases of quantum impurities where most of the in-
terest was triggered by the existene of a strongly orrelated non-equilibrium
steady state due to the reservoirs, here the main fous is on the relaxation
dynamis after the exitation, hene on transient dynamial phenomena. As
a onsequene of their rih equilibrium low temperature phase diagram, fea-
turing many ompeting phases all very lose in energy, strongly orrelated
eletrons are expeted to display intriguing dynamial behaviors when an
external perturbation drive them away from thermal equilibrium. This may
inlude, for example, the trapping into long-lived metastable states whih
may dier ompletely from their low energy equilibrium ounterpart [155℄.
It is worth mentioning that a theoretial modeling of non equilibrium
experiments we have desribed in hapter 2, both for what onerns ultra old
atoms and partiularly strongly orrelated materials, may be very diult.
For this reason theoretial investigations mostly foused on prototypial non
equilibrium problems with the idea of gaining further insights on the physis
of time dependent strongly orrelated phenomena.
3.3.1 Global Quantum Quenhes
From a theoretial point of view the simplest way to push the system out
of equilibrium is through a so alled quantum quenh [25℄. Here the system
is rstly (i) prepared in the many-body ground state |Ψi〉 of some initial
Hamiltonian Hi whih is then (ii) suddenly hanged to Hf 6= Hi. As a on-
sequene of this instantaneous hange the initial state |Ψi〉 turns to be an
highly exited state of the nal Hamiltonian, whih will drive the dynamis
for later times. It is worth to notie that the perturbation indued by the
hange of Hamiltonian is in general extensive. We an therefore say that
quantum quenhes provide the simplest protool to indue a global exita-
tion into the system and to monitor how the energy is distributed among
dierent degrees of freedom and orrelations. Naturally, many non trivial
questions arise onerning the real-time evolution after the quantum quenh.
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These primarily address the onset of thermalization at long time sales or
the possible realization of non thermal steady states.
Before we proeed a word is in order to further larify the meaning of
the so alled thermalization debate [27, 126, 124℄.
Sine the quantum dynamial evolution of isolated systems is unitary,
no entropy prodution is ultimately possible. Hene a pure state, suh that
Tr[ρ2i ] = 1, will never relax stritly speaking toward a thermal state, whih
is by onstrution a mixed one Tr[ρ2therm] < 1. However, as long as suitable
observables are onsidered, their quantum dynamis an reah long-time
steady states whih (i) are robust against hanges in the initial onditions
and (ii) whose properties resemble those obtained within a nite temperature
Gibbs ensemble at the same intensive energy and partile density. From a
broader perspetive, we notie that the issue of thermalization in interating
quantum systems has been rstly addressed in ontexts whih are far from
ondensed matter physis. In partiular, in onnetion with quantum haos
roughly a deade ago [43, 176℄ and with high-energy physis and osmology,
more reently [14, 15, 68℄. In this respet, the experimental developments
with ultra old gases have brought fresh new ideas and triggered the attention
of the ondensed matter ommunity [149℄.
The reent literature on quantum quenhes in interating bosoni and
fermioni systems is by now very broad, see for example the reent topial
reviews [50, 12, 31℄
An interesting issue whih has been widely disussed and is still matter
of sienti debate is the role played by integrability in the issue of thermal-
ization. The general expetation is that integrable systems fail to thermalize
due to the extensive number of onserved quantities whih forbid loosing
memory of the initial ondition. While these expetations have been gener-
ally onrmed [30, 94, 47, 150, 148℄, the spei mehanisms for suh a lak
of thermalization is still under debate [16, 156, 157℄.
For generi non integrable systems the physial expetation is that re-
laxation to thermal equilibrium will take plae after some (eventually large)
transient time sale. However few results are available in this ase, sine the
problem of solving real-time dynamis of non-integrable interating quantum
systems is extremely hallenging. This leaves still open the question whether
and in whih way relaxation to a thermal steady state takes plae.
For lattie one dimensional systems results have been obtained mainly us-
ing time-dependent DMRG and Lanzos algorithm. In the bosoni ase [108,
158℄ the numerial results show that while for small interation quenhes
orrelations funtions do atually thermalize, the same it is no more true
for large quenhes. Here a long lived quasi steady-state dierent from the
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thermal one was reahed, thus making diult to onlude whether thermal-
ization ours on a muh longer time sale or not. Even more surprisingly,
the results for one dimensional spinless lattie fermions [116℄ both in the in-
tegrable and non-integrable ase show that up to the longest aessible time
sale the dynamis relax to a stationary state whih diers from the thermal
one.
For strongly orrelated eletrons in more than one dimension only few
results are available onerning the dynamis after an interation quenh
in the Fermioni Hubbard Model. In the following we will disuss in more
details these works whih will play an important role from the point of view
of this work.
3.3.2 Quenh Dynamis in the Fermioni Hubbard Model
The single band Hubbard model [91, 79, 101℄ represent one of the simplest
yet non trivial models enoding the physis of strong orrelations, namely the
ompetition between eletroni wave funtion deloalization due to hopping
t and harge loalization due to large Coulomb repulsion U . Out of this
ompetition, on the verge of a Mott metal-insulator transition, many non
trivial phenomena may arise. While theoretial investigations on its ground
state properties ontinue sine thirty years, the non equilibrium dynamis of
this paradigm strongly orrelated model has been started only muh more
reently. The dynamis of Fermi system after a sudden swith-on of the
Hubbard interation has been studied rstly in [125, 126℄ using the ow-
equation approah.
The resulting evolution, evaluated up to seond order in the intera-
tion, shows a full a sequene of transient regimes. For short time sales
1
,
0 < t ≪ 1/U2, one observes a fast redution of Fermi surfae disontinuity
Z whih an be understood as formation of quasipartiles from the initial
non interating state. At time sales of order t1 ≃ 1/U2 the quasipartile
distribution funtion has relaxed to a quasi steady state whih makes the
system resembling a zero-temperature Fermi Liquid but with a harateris-
ti mismath in the quasipartile weight 1−ZNEQ = 2(1−ZEQ). Notie that
suh a prethermal regime is stable for time sales 1/U2 < t < 1/U4. In this
time window exitation energy is already relaxed to equilibrium, hene from
an energeti point of view the system an be onsidered as thermal, while
the distribution funtion is trapped into a metastable onguration. This
has been attributed to phase spae onstraints harateristi of interating
1
Hereafter we x the unit of energies and times by setting the non-interating density
of states at the Fermi level, ρF , equal to one.
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Fermi systems. Full thermalization eventually ours on a muh longer time
sales, t2 ≃ 1/U4, due to residual quasipartile interations. This has been
desribed phenomenologially within a quantum Boltzmann equation. The
two stage relaxation that has been desribed within ow equation approah
is stritly speaking restrited to small interation quenhes. For larger values
of the interation one may expet the two time sales t1, t2 to still be present,
although less separated.
This has been indeed onrmed by solving the quenh dynamis for the
Hubbard model using non-equilibrium extension [58℄ of Dynamial Mean
Field Theory [65℄ (DMFT). DMFT has emerged in the last deades as a very
powerful non-perturbative approah to strongly orrelated eletron systems
in thermal equilibrium. This method maps the full lattie model of interat-
ing fermions onto a Quantum Impurity model oupled to a self-onsistently
determined external bath. In a general non equilibrium situation, where one
is interested in studying relaxation dynamis in real-time, the bath annot be
assumed to be in thermal equilibrium. Using a reently developed real-time
Diagrammati Monte Carlo algorithm [191℄ the dynamis after an intera-
tion quenh starting from a zero temperature Fermi sea was investigated [48℄.
The results show that both for weak and strong interation quenhes the sys-
tem is trapped into quasi-stationary states on intermediate times whih delay
thermalization to muh longer time sales, far beyond the longest time so
far aessible with real-time QMC. The weak oupling prethermal regime is
onsistent with ow equation analysis and appears as a plateau in the dy-
namis of quasipartile weight. As opposite the strong oupling prethermal
regime originates from the exponentially long-time sales assoiated to the
deay of double oupations [155℄ and results in a harateristi pattern of
ollapse and revival osillations.
In addition, DMFT results show evidene for a fast thermalization o-
urring at a speial value of the nal interation, in orrespondene of whih
the quasipartile weight relaxes to zero onsistently with the relatively high-
temperature T⋆ xed by the initial energy. As later analysis has onrmed
that not only one-time observables but also orrelations funtion are thermal
for this speial value of quenh [49℄.
The appearane of suh a sharp rossover at Udync in the dynamial be-
havior is surprising if thought in terms of the equilibrium phase diagram of
Hubbard Model within DMFT. Indeed this would appear at a muh higher
temperature T⋆ than the ritial Mott ending point. Its ultimate origin and
its relation with the equilibrium Mott metal-insulator transition has not been
yet fully understood.
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3.4 Plan of the Thesis
In light of previous disussions we an onlude that understanding the
physis of interating quantum systems out of thermal equilibrium repre-
sents one of the most intriguing open problem in modern ondensed matter
physis.
In this perspetive, the aim of present thesis is to address some of the
issues arising in this eld by means of novel analytial and numerial methods
able to deal with strong eletron-eletron orrelations and non equilibrium
eets.
In the rst part of this work we onsider quantum impurity models as
paradigmati examples of strongly orrelated nanodevies. We develop a
general approah to deal with their real-time non equilibrium quantum dy-
namis and apply this Real-Time Diagrammati Monte Carlo method to two
relevant physial examples. This part of the thesis is organized as follows. In
hapter 4 we introdue the method, whih is based on a Diagrammati Monte
Carlo sampling of the real-time perturbation theory in the hybridization be-
tween the impurity and the bath. In hapter 5 we present two appliations,
namely we study dynamis after a loal quantum quenh in the Anderson
Impurity Model and non linear transport through a simple Holstein model
of moleular ondutor.
In the seond part we move our attention to bulk marosopi systems
and to the non equilibrium dynamis indued by global quantum quenh. In
this ontext we propose a non perturbative approah to quantum dynamis
of strongly orrelated eletron systems based on a time dependent extension
of the Gutzwiller wave funtion. In hapter 6 we present a general formu-
lation of the time dependent variational method and onsider as a relevant
appliation the dynamis indued by an interation quenh in the single band
fermioni Hubbard model.
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Part II
Dynamis in Quantum
Impurity Models
39
Chapter 4
Diagrammati Monte Carlo on the
Keldysh Contour
In this hapter we introdue the Real-Time Diagrammati Monte Carlo method
we have proposed to study non equilibrium dynamis in orrelated quan-
tum impurity models. We formulate the problem on the full three branhes
Kadano-Baym-Keldysh ontour whih allows us to deal with an arbitrary,
even interating, initial density matrix. We disuss two main non equilibrium
set up, namely quantum transport in d bias and loal quantum quenhes.
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4.1 Non Equilibrium Dynamis in Quantum Impu-
rity Models
The aim of this setion is to set-up the proper framework to study non
equilibrium real-time dynamis in quantum impurity (QI) models. To this
purpose, we onsider a set of disrete eletroni levels, the impurity, with
reation operator c†a labeled by an integer a = 1, . . .N whih may inlude
both spin and orbital degrees of freedom. These levels are oupled to one or
more baths of free fermions with momentum k and reation operator f †
ka.
The generi Hamiltonian of a QI model reads
H− =
∑
k a
ε−
k
f †
ka fka +H−loc
[
c†a, ca
]
+
∑
k a
(
V −
ka f
†
ka ca + h.c.
)
, (4.1)
where the rst term desribes the ontinuum of fermioni exitations, the
loal Hamiltonian H−loc
[
c†a, ca
]
generally ontains many-body interations
for eletrons on the impurity, while the last term is the hybridization whih
ouples the impurity and the bath and it is assumed here, for the sake of
simpliity, to be diagonal in the a index.
Sine we are interested in studying non equilibrium dynamis of model
(4.1), we have to speify an initial ondition as well as a protool to drive
this system out of equilibrium. Following general ideas of non equilibrium
many body theory [147, 97℄, we imagine to prepare the system at t = 0 in a
thermal state of H−, namely we hoose the Boltzmann distribution as initial
density matrix
ρ(t = 0) = ρeq ≡ e
−βH−
Z
, Z = Tr e−βH− , (4.2)
and then, for t > 0, let the system evolve under the ation of a new Hamil-
tonian
H (t) = H− + V (t) , t > 0 (4.3)
Choosing the initial density matrix as the thermal one gives aess to the re-
sponse of a orrelated quantum impurity model to external elds. For what
onerns the driving protool, namely the nature of the external perturba-
tion, there are atually several ways to push a quantum impurity model out
of equilibrium. In this work we shall fous on the simplest one, namely a
quantum quenh experiment, but the method allows to address even more
general time dependent out of equilibrium problems. In a quantum quenh,
one imagines to prepare the system, at t = 0, in a given state of some initial
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Hamiltonian (H− in the ase of our interest) and then, for t > 0, to suddenly
hange some of its parameters letting evolve the system under the unitary
ation of a new Hamiltonian H+. Suh a protool therefore represents the
simplest example of time-dependent problem where the variation in time is
step-like
H (t) = H− + θ (t) δH , δH = H+ −H− . (4.4)
The sudden quenh injets energy into the system and leads to a relaxation
dynamis towards a new steady state, provided the perturbation δH is not a
onserved quantity of H−. The main task is therefore to ompute quantum
averages with the full density matrix ρ(t) evolved in real-time
〈O(t)〉 = Tr [ρ (t) O ] = Tr
[
ρeq U
† (t) OU (t)
]
. (4.5)
where the trae has to be taken over the bath and the impurity degrees
of freedom, while U (t) and U † (t) are, respetively, the unitary operator
generating the dynamis and its hermitian onjugate. In the spei ase of
a time independent Hamiltonian, as we have for t > 0 see Eq. (4.4), these
operators read
U (t) = e−iH+ t U † (t) = eiH+ t . (4.6)
To proeed further, it is onvenient to speify the nature of the perturbation
δH indued by the quantum quenh. To keep the disussion as general as
possible we write the Hamiltonian of the system for t > 0 as
H+ =
∑
ka
ε+
k
f †
k a fk a +H+loc
[
c†a, ca
]
+
∑
ka
(
V +
ka f
†
ka ca + h.c.
)
, (4.7)
namely we allow for an abrupt hange of all the parameters entering in
the Hamiltonian (4.1), in suh a way that dierent kind of non equilibrium
phenomena an be treated within the present approah. Throughout this
hapter we will mainly refer to two dierent set up.
In a rst protool the impurity is prepared in equilibrium with the bath
then a dynamis is indued by a sudden hange of any impurity energy sales.
These an be, for example, the loal eletron-eletron interation or the posi-
tion of the impurity energy level. Alternatively, one an imagine to at on the
impurity-bath hybridization, namely to start from a deoupled impurity and
suddenly swith-on the oupling with the reservoir. Interestingly enough,
this latter set up an be used to study transient urrents owing through the
quantum impurity, provided two reservoirs held at dierent hemial poten-
tial are oupled to the impurity at time t > 0 via hybridization. In gure 4.1
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we plot a artoon of the dierent non equilibrium protools we are mostly
interested in. One we have speied the struture of the Hamiltonian after
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Figure 4.1: The two non equilibrium set-up we will onsider to study real-
time dynamis in the Quantum Impurity Models. In set-up 1 we prepare at
time t = 0 the impurity in equilibrium with the baths at temperature T and
hemial potentials µL = µR. Then at time t > 0 some energy sale entering
the impurity Hamiltonian is suddenly hanged. In set-up 2 we prepare at
time t = 0 the impurity deoupled from the leads whih are in equilibrium
at temperature T and hemial potentials µL 6= µR. Then at time t > 0 the
ouplings Γα between then impurity and then leads are suddenly swithed
on.
the quenh, we an perform the hybridization expansion in formal analogy to
what has been done previously in the equilibrium imaginary-time ase [187℄,
with however important dierenes reeting the genuine non-equilibrium
nature of the problem. This is will be desribed in detail in the next few
setions.
4.2 Hybridization Expansion on the Kadano-Baym-
Keldysh Contour
In order to study the non equilibrium real-time dynamis of quantum im-
purity models starting from a generi initial density matrix, we formulate
the diagrammati monte arlo algorithm (diagMC), in its hybridization ex-
pansion version, on the Kadano-Baym-Keldysh ontour made by the usual
imaginary time axis and the real-time Keldysh ontour. As we are going
to show, this struture naturally emerges from the denition of real-time
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quantum averages given in equation (4.5). To proeed further, we introdue
a dynamial time-dependent partition funtion for the QI model whih is
dened as
Z (t, β) ≡ Tr
[
e−βH0 U † (t)U (t)
]
. (4.8)
We note that this quantity does not atually depend on time t sine, by
onstrution, the evolution is unitary, nevertheless it represents the natural
quantity to derive the hybridization expansion. As it will appear more learly
later on, Z (t, β) an be seen a dynamial generating funtional of the Monte
Carlo weights needed to ompute any quantum average in real-time. The
basis of any ontinuous-time diagMC algorithm is the expression of evolution
operators as time-ordered exponentials. For the real-time operator and its
hermitian onjugate we get
U (t) = T exp
(
−i
∫ t
0
dtH+ (t)
)
(4.9)
U † (t) = T¯ exp
(
i
∫ t
0
dtH+ (t)
)
(4.10)
where T (T¯) is the time ordering (anti-time ordering) operator, whose ation
is order a string of real-time fermioni operators aording to their time
arguments, plaing to the left the operators at later (earlier) times, with an
overall plus or minus sign aording, respetively, to the parity of the number
of fermioni exhanges needed to move the string from the original to the
nal ordering. Using the well known properties of the equilibrium density
matrix (4.2) we an write also the Boltzmann weight as an imaginary time
evolution along the path [−iβ, 0]
e−βH− = T exp
(
−
∫ β
0
dτ H− (−iτ)
)
(4.11)
= T⌉ exp
(
−i
∫ −iβ
0
dtH− (t)
)
= U (−iβ) ,
where T⌉ is an imaginary-time-ordering operator dened in omplete analogy
with T.
Inserting these expressions in the dynamial partition funtion previously
introdued, we get
Z (t) = Tr
[
T⌉ e
i
R
0
−iβ
dtH−(t)
T¯ ei
R t
0
dtH+(t)
T ei
R 0
t
dtH+(t)
]
= Tr
[
TC e
i
R
C
dtH(t)
]
(4.12)
where, in the seond line, C is the Kadano-Baym-Keldysh ontour plotted
in gure 4.2, whih is made of three branhes Bi, i = 1, 2, 3, being respetively
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the upper real-time branh, the lower one and the imaginary-time branh.
Hereafter the time argument t in Eq. (4.12) is assumed to live on suh a
ontour, unless dierently speied. Time ordering along C, enfored by
operator TC , ats similarly to the standard Keldysh time-ordering, plaing
operators with later time on the left, namely
TC (A (t1)A (t2)) =


A (t1)A (t2) t1
C
> t2
−A (t2)A (t1) t1
C
< t2
, (4.13)
where
C
> (
C
<) means greater (lesser) on the ontour C. By the denition of
the partition funtion Z (t), it follows that
TC = T⌉ ⊗ T¯⊗ T . (4.14)
The integral along the ontour is dened as
0
−i
t
β
Figure 4.2: Kadano-Baym-Keldysh ontour whih starts at time 0 on the
rst branh, runs up to time t = t∗ then bak from t∗ to t = 0 and nally
along the imaginary axis from t = 0 to t = −iβ.
∫
C
dt =
∫ 0
−iβ
dt+
∫ t
0
dt +
∫ 0
t
dt , (4.15)
while, along the ontour, the Hamiltonian entering in Eq. (4.12) is
H (t) =
{
t ∈ B1,B2 H+
t ∈ B3 H−
(4.16)
One we have written the partition funtion Z (t, β) as a time ordered ex-
ponential, we an treat dierent terms in the ontour Hamiltonian as -
numbers. Therefore we an write Eq.(4.12) as
Z (t, β) = Tr
[
TC e
i
R
C
dtH0(t)+Hhyb(t)
]
(4.17)
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where we have expliitly indiated the hybridization Hamiltonian Hhyb (t),
dened as
Hhyb (t) =
∑
ka
(
Vk a (t) f
†
ka (t) ca (t) + h.c.
)
(4.18)
with a time dependent hybridization Vk a (t) = V
±
ka depending on the posi-
tion of time t along the ontour C. To proeed further, it is onvenient to
introdue the bath operators at the impurity site, dened as
f †a (t) =
∑
k
Vk a (t) f
†
ka (t) (4.19)
whih enter the hybridization Hamiltonian Eq.(4.18). Then we formally
expand Z (t, β) in power of the hybridization Hamiltonian (4.18) and trae
out, at any order in the expansion, separately the bath and the impurity
degrees of freedom whih are ompletely deoupled in the absene of Hhyb.
Let us dene nab (n˜ab) as the number of reation(annihilation) impurity
operators, in the following also alled kinks, with avour a and in branh b.
These integers run in general between zero and innity, the only onstraint
is that the total number of reation and annihilation kinks for eah avour
a, say ka and k˜a, have to be equal due to total partiles onservation. This
introdues the following onstraint
k˜a ≡
∑
b
n˜ab ≡ ka ≡
∑
b
nab a = 1, . . . ,N
The resulting expansion for the partition funtion reads
Z (t, β) =
N∏
a=1
3∏
b=1
∑
n˜ab,nab
s(n˜ab, nab)
ka∏
i
∫
dtai
∫
dt˜ai ×
∏
a
〈TC f (ta1) f †
(
t˜a1
)
. . . f
(
taka
)
f †
(
t˜aka
)〉bath ×
〈TC
∏
a
(
c† (ta1) c
(
t˜a1
)
. . . c†
(
taka
)
c
(
t˜aka
)) 〉local , (4.20)
where the ontour integrals must be onstrained to the time ordered regions
ta1
C
> ta2
C
> . . .
C
> taka , t˜
a
1
C
> t˜a2
C
> . . .
C
> t˜aka , (4.21)
while s(n˜ab, nab) inludes all the signs(phases) oming from the real-time
evolution operators as well as from the integration along the imaginary time
axis
s(n˜ab, nab) = (−i)n˜a3+na3 in˜a2+na2 (−i)n˜1a+n1a . (4.22)
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By using our denition of the total number of kinks k we an write these
fators as
s(n˜ab, nab) = (−1)ka (−1)n˜a2+na2 (−i)n˜a3+na3 . (4.23)
Conerning the trae over the bath degrees of freedom with avour a, this
an be written by using Wik's theorem as the determinant of a ka × ka
matrix ∆
a
〈TC f (ta1) f †
(
t˜a1
)
. . . f
(
taka
)
f †
(
t˜aka
)〉bath = det∆a (4.24)
whose entries ∆aij are the ontour-ordered hybridization funtions dened as
∆aij ≡ i∆C
(
tai , t˜
a
j
)
=
=
∑
k
Vk a (t
a
i ) 〈TC fk (tai ) f †k
(
t˜aj
)〉Vk a (t˜aj) (4.25)
the average being taken over the bath degrees of freedom. This funtion is
dened along the Kadano-Baym-Keldysh ontour and therefore naturally
aquires the struture of a 3×3matrix in the branh spae[185℄, as we disuss
in the appendix A.
Unlike what happens for the bath, the trae over the loal hilbert spae
annot be written in terms of single partile ontrations sine in general
Wik's theorem does not hold for an interating impurity. This onsidera-
tion holds regardless of the spei form of the loal Hamiltonian Hloc and it
is also true in equilibrium. It is therefore lear that the evaluation of the lo-
al term in Eq. (4.20) for a given onguration of kinks is the omputational
bottlenek of the algorithm, espeially in the ase where multi-orbital inter-
ations are onsidered. We note that suh a kind of expressions arise also
in NCA-kind of approahes to QI models[104℄. To eiently evaluate this
loal term we follow[188, 86℄ and take advantage of the redued hilbert spae
of the impurity to write the multi-point orrelation funtion of Eq. (4.20)
in the basis of the loal eigenstates. The trae then redues to multiplying
matries sandwihed by loal evolution operators. If we dene a global time
ordering along the ontour suh that
t1 > t2 > . . . > t2N ,
where N =
∑
a ka =
∑
a k˜a, then the loal trae an be written as
〈TC
∏
a
(
c† (ta1) c
(
t˜a1
)
. . . c†
(
taka
)
c
(
t˜aka
)) 〉local =
sTC Tr [ρlocX1 (t1) X2 (t1) . . . XN (tN ) ] , (4.26)
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where we have introdued an extra sign sTC due to time ordering. In the
previous equation the X's are reation or annihilation operators (depending
on the time ordering) evolved in time with the loal Hamiltonian
Xl (tl) = e
iHloctl Xl e
−iHloctl l = 1, . . . , 2N , (4.27)
Combining all the above results, we write the hybridization expansion for
the dynamial partition funtion as
Z (t, β) =
N∏
a=1
3∏
b=1
∑
n˜ab,nab
s(n˜ab, nab)
ka∏
i
∫ ′
dtai
∫ ′
dt˜ai ×
∏
a
Det [∆a] sTC Tr [ρlocX1 (t1) . . . X2N (t2N )] (4.28)
It is worth notiing that this expression represents an exat result for the par-
tition funtion of the original quantum impurity model. As we are going to
show in the next setion, the goal of the Diagrammati Monte Carlo method
is to sum up stohastially the hybridization expansion using a Metropolis
algorithm.
4.2.1 Role of the Imaginary-Time Axis
The formulation of the problem on the the full three-branhes Kadano-
Baym-Keldysh ontour allows us to deal with the most generi non equilib-
rium set-up, namely an interating quantum impurity model desribed at
time t = 0 by some thermal density matrix, driven out of equilibrium for
time t > 0 by a generi, possibly time dependent, perturbation.
There are however situations of interest in whih the imaginary-time axis
is atually not required. This an be the ase when the initial density matrix
for the impurity and the bath is of speial form, either the one of a Resonant
Level Model (RLM) with no many body interations on the impurity or when
the impurity and the reservoirs are initially deoupled, suh as in gure 4.1.
In those ases the method an be formulated diretly at zero temperature
and on the onventional two branhes Keldysh ontour, as it has been done
in the rst plae [127, 162, 191℄. It is easy to show that the expansion we
have derived in previous setion redues to the one on Keldysh ontour when
the hybridization term in the initial Hamiltonian 4.1 vanishes.
From a physial point of view, as long as the fous is on steady state
properties either in or out of equilibrium, the spei hoie of the initial
density matrix is not expeted to play any role. However this may be not the
ase for the non equilibrium dynamis whih may displays dierent relaxation
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behaviors. This has triggered the eort to extend the method in order to
deal with a orrelated initial density matrix [161, 190℄.
As a by produt, we obtain a general real-time solver for quantum im-
purity models whih an be therefore used for Non Equilibrium Dynamial
Mean Field Theory. Even in this ontext, the possibility of studying the
non equilibrium real-time dynamis starting from interating initial states
look partiularly intriguing in the light of rst DMFT results on quantum
quenhes in the Hubbard model[48, 49℄ whih fous so far on quenhes start-
ing from a non interating initial state.
4.2.2 Eetive Ation Formulation
An important outome of the previous alulation has been to obtain an
exat and losed expression for the dynamial partition funtion Z (t, β) of
the quantum impurity model, written as a funtional of the ontour-ordered
hybridization ∆C (t, t
′). This result holds in general. Indeed, right the same
expression for Z (t, β) is reovered within a path integral formulation of the
problem. Following Kamenev[98℄, we dene the dynamial partition funtion
Z (t) as a path integral over the fermioni oherent states c (t) , c¯ (t) dened
along the three branh ontour
Z (t) =
∫ ∏
a
Dc¯aDca eiSeff [ca,c¯a] (4.29)
The eetive ation desribing the real-time dynamis of the impurity model
an be written generally as
iSeff = iSloc +
∫
C
dt
∫
C
dt′
∑
a
ca
(
t′
)
i∆aC
(
t, t′
)
c¯a (t) (4.30)
where Sloc is the loal-in-time impurity ation while the quadrati part is
dened in terms of the ontour-ordered hybridization funtion i∆C (t, t
′)
whih takes into aount the oupling to the bath. It is worth notiing here
that, by onstrution, time arguments lie along the three-branh ontour
C, while the integrals are dened as in Eq. (4.15). As a onsequene, the
ontour-ordered hybridization funtion naturally aquires a 3 × 3 matrix
struture in the Keldysh-Matsubara spae,
i∆C
(
t, t′
)→ i∆αβ (t, t′) α, β = 1, 2, 3 (4.31)
where the 2×2 blok with α, β 6= 3 is the Keldysh subspae, the last diagonal
element α = β = 3 is the Matsubara setor while the remaining o-diagonal
terms are mixed hybridization funtions desribing the eet of the initial
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ondition. We want to show now how is possible within this framework
to reover the result for hybridization expansion we previously derived. The
idea is to formally expand the eetive ation in power of the ontour-ordered
hybridization i∆C and use the denition of path-integral as the ontour time-
ordered average of eld-operators[98℄ to get for the partition funtion Z (t)
the following expansion
Z (t) =
∏
a
∑
ka
(−1)ka
ka!
∫
C
dta1 dt˜
a
1 . . .
∫
C
dtaka dt˜ka i∆
a
C(t
a
1, t˜
a
1) . . . ×
i∆aC(t
a
ka
, t˜aka)〈TC
∏
a
(
c† (ta1) c
(
t˜a1
)
. . . c†
(
taka
)
c
(
t˜aka
))
(4.32)
where the average is taken over the initial loal density matrix. To proeed,
we symmetrize the integrand with respet to the ka! permutations of reation
times
{
ta1, t
a
2, . . . , t
a
ka
}
resulting into an extra 1/ka! and a determinantal om-
bination of the ka hybridization funtions, where the orret signs to build
the determinant are provided by the ontour time ordered loal trae. The
ka-th order term in the expansion therefore reads∏
a
(−1)ka
(ka!)
2
∫
C dt
a
1 dt˜
a
1 . . .
∫
C
dtaka dt˜ka Det [∆
a]×
×〈TC
∏
a
(
c† (ta1) c
(
t˜a1
)
. . . c†
(
taka
)
c
(
t˜aka
))
. (4.33)
Now the integrand is fully symmetri under permutations and we an take
advantage of this fat to redue the size of the integration domain, namely
we hoose among the ka! possible ontour time-orderings for the reation
and annihilation times with avour a the following ones
ta1
C
> ta2
C
> . . .
C
> taka , t˜
a
1
C
> t˜a2
C
> . . .
C
> t˜aka . (4.34)
As antiipated, the nal result we get for the dynamial partition funtion
Z (t) oinides with the one quoted in Eq. (4.28).
These onsiderations are relevant for studying quantum quenhes and
real-time dynamis of orrelated lattie models within Dynamial Mean Field
Theory (DMFT). In this ase, as one an show expliitly, the full non equi-
librium many body problem is mapped, in the limit of innite lattie o-
ordination, onto a quantum impurity model oupled to a non-equilibrium
bath and subjet to a self-onsisteny ondition. The dynamial partition
funtion of this eetive non equilibrium problem aquires exatly the same
form as in Eq. (4.29), with an unknown ontour ordered hybridization fun-
tion i∆C (t, t
′), whih generally laks time translational invariane. This fat
makes ineetive most of the onventional impurity solvers used in equilib-
rium DMFT, whih rely on a time independent Hamiltonian formulation of
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the eetive problem, thus suggesting diagrammati Monte Carlo method as
a natural andidate to solve Non-Equilibrium Dynamial Mean Field equa-
tions.
4.3 Diagrammati Monte Carlo
Diagrammati Monte Carlo (diagMC) is a numerial algorithm for sampling
innite series of multiple integrals, suh as those arising in any perturbative
expansion [146℄. As it is well known in many body theory, these expansions
often admit a diagrammati representation[1℄, even in out-of-equilibrium sit-
uations. This is true also for the hybridization expansion of setion 4.2, as
we are now going to show, whih is obtained by a proper extension of the
graphial representation introdued by Werner and oworkers [187, 188℄ in
the ontext of the imaginary-time diagMC algorithm.
As it an be immediately read out from Eq. (4.28), the dynamial parti-
tion funtion an be written as a weighted sum over ongurations C made
by diagrams on the Kadano-Baym-Keldysh ontour
Z (t, β) =
∑
C
W (C) . (4.35)
A given onguration ontains, for eah hannel a = 1, . . . N , a total of 2ka
verties ourring at times {tai , t˜ai } on the ontour, with i = 1, . . . ka. Half
of these verties represent an impurity reation operator c†a (tai ) while the
other half stems for an impurity annihilation operator ca (t
a
i ), both of them
being evolved in time with the loal Hamiltonian Hloc. All together we have
2
∑
a ka impurity operators whih we store in suh a way to always preserve
global time ordering along the ontour. In summary a typial onguration
reads
C =


a = 1, 2, · · · ,N
ka = 0, . . .∞
ta1
C
> ta2
C
> . . .
C
> taka
t˜a1
C
> t˜a2
C
> . . .
C
> t˜aka .
(4.36)
An example of suh a onguration is shown in gure 4.3. The weight W (C)
assoiated to eah onguration C an be read diretly from the hybridization
expansion, see Eq. (4.28). For later onveniene we dene it as
W (C) = Det [C] sign [C] Trloc [C] , (4.37)
where sign [C] inludes all the signs(phases) oming from the evolution as
well as from the time ordering, while the trae over the onguration reads
Trloc [C] = Tr [ρlocX1 (t1) X2 (t2) . . . X2N (t2N ) ] , (4.38)
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Figure 4.3: An example of onguration C sampled by diagMC algorithm.
so that by denition we get for Z (t)
Z (t) =
∑
C
W (C) . (4.39)
The same weights W (C) are also required for evaluating the average of any
loal operator O ating on the impurity Hilber spae. Indeed, if onsider the
denition of quantum averages given in Eq. (4.5), namely
〈O(t)〉 = Tr
[
ρeq U
† (t) OU (t)
]
, (4.40)
and perform the hybridization expansion of the previous setion, we nd
that
〈O (t)〉 =
∑
C O (C)W (C)∑
CW (C)
, (4.41)
where the estimator of loal operator has been dened as
O (C) = Tr [ρlocX1 (t1) . . .O . . . X2N (t2N )]
Tr [ρlocX1 (t1) . . . X2N (t2N )]
. (4.42)
One the real-time average of a loal operator is written as in Eq. (4.41),
it would be natural natural to sample it using a Monte Carlo method, namely
generating a random walk in the onguration spae whih visit ongura-
tions C with probability P (C) = W (C) /∑C′ W (C′).
When trying to implement this idea in the ontext of real-time quantum
dynamis the problem one have to fae is that the weight W (C) is in general
a omplex number. In the spei ase of interest this is not only due to the
expliit i-fators oming from the real-time evolution and entering sign[C]
but also to the fat that the ontour ordered bath, dened in Eq (4.25) and
entering the determinants, is indeed a omplex funtion of its time arguments
(see Appendix A). The simplest way to irumvent this problem is to sample
the absolute value of the weight, |W (C) |, while inluding the phase η (C),
dened as
η (C) = W (C)|W (C) | , (4.43)
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in the Monte Carlo estimator. While this approah allows for a straightfor-
ward implementation, it beomes problemati when the average phase goes
to zero. In this respet, we note that more rened but omputationally
expensive tehniques, based on sampling bloks of ongurations at xed
sign, has been developed in reent years to ope with this dynamial sign
problem[52℄. Therefore a possible future diretion ould be to merge them
with present implementations of diagMC method to see if a ompromise be-
tween eieny and auray an be found. For the time being we avoid
this route, sampling diretly the absolute value of the weight.
4.3.1 Metropolis Algorithm
The standard tehnique to generate ongurations with a given probability
(in the ase of our interest P∞ (C) ≡ |W (C) |/
∑
C′ |W (C′) |) is to build up a
Markov hain, namely a stohasti proess whih desribes the evolution of
the probability to visit onguration C after n steps.
P (C, n) = Proba (C (n) = C) (4.44)
This Markov hain is fully determined one we assign the onditional prob-
ability S [C′| C] to be in C′ at step n+ 1 being in C at step n. Indeed, this is
the quantity entering the master equation
P
(C′, n+ 1) =∑
C
S [C′| C] P (C, n) . (4.45)
Suient onditions for this master equation to reah, after waiting a proper
equilibration time, the desired probability P∞ (C) is that the matrix S [C′|C]
is ergodi and satises the so alled detailed balane ondition. Ergodiity
means that it has to be possible to reah any onguration C from any other
onguration C′ in a nite number of steps, while detailed balane means
that for any ouple of onguration C and C′ the following relation has to
hold
S [C′| C]P∞ (C) = S [C| C′]P∞ (C′) , (4.46)
where P∞ is the probability distribution we want to sample through the
Markov hain.
A simple algorithm to generate ongurations so to satisfy detailed bal-
ane was introdued by Metropolis[120℄. The idea is to start from a given
initial onguration C and to propose to visit a new onguration C′ with
a ertain transition probability T (C′| C). Then this new onguration is
aepted or rejeted aording to the probability A (C′| C) so that the full
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onditional probability to move toward C′ starting from C is given by
S [C′| C] = T (C′| C) A (C′| C) . (4.47)
The Metropolis hoie for the aeptane probability A (C′|C) reads
A (C′|C) = min{1, P∞ (C′) T (C|C′)
P∞ (C) T (C′|C)
}
. (4.48)
It is easy to show that suh a hoie satises the detailed balane ondition
in Eq. (4.46). While this algorithm is ompletely standard and model in-
dependent, two main issues have to be taken into aount with referene to
the problem at hand, sine they an strongly aet the performane or even
the reliability of the Monte Carlo simulations.
The rst one onerns the hoie of the transition probability T (C′| C). In
the ase of interest, we implement two main lasses of loal moves, in whih
the number of kinks in a given hannel a is hanged by unity, ∆ka = ±1.
These moves amount to add or remove one reation and one annihilation
fermioni operator in the a hannel at randomly hosen times along the on-
tour and are required for the ergodiity of the matrix S. Indeed it is evident
that, using these two basi updates any onguration an be reahed, in
priniple, after a nite number of steps
1
. Therefore using these two lasses
of moves and the Metropolis aeptane Eq. (4.48) we an guarantee that
the sampling proess visits ongurations aording to probability P∞ (C).
A seond issue, whih is dierent from the ergodiity one, onerns the ef-
ieny and the speed-up of the Monte Carlo sampling (for example the
number of steps whih one has to wait before reahing the desired probabil-
ity distribution). For this purpose, additional kind of updates may enhane
the sampling proedure. In the present algorithm, following standard pra-
tie in diagMC, we also implement moves that onnet ongurations at
xed number of kinks (∆ka = 0) suh as for example shifting an annihila-
tion operator. We also note that other kind of moves, in whih more than
two operators are added/removed/shifted, may beome relevant when deal-
ing with o-diagonal baths. Similarly global moves, in whih a whole set
of operators is hanged, has proven to be fundamental in the ase of mul-
tiorbital models[144℄. We note that, as it happens for the imaginary time
algorithm[187℄, a major issue in the implementation of these Monte Carlo
1
One an imagine, given a onguration C with 2k kinks, to remove all kinks and then
add 2k new kinks at dierent times to obtain a new onguration C′. Whether suh a
series of updates is likely to our during typial simulation time is a dierent matter.
Additional updates may be useful to speed-up the proess. This point is enlightened in
[77℄.
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moves is to properly take into aount the struture of the impurity hilbert
spae to avoid, when it is possible, moves toward ongurations whih have
zero weight. In the ase of impurity models without exhange or hopping
terms, these zero-weight ongurations an be immediately read out sine,
for eah hannel a, reation and annihilation operators have to our in al-
ternated order along the ontour, to have a nite loal trae in Eq. (4.37).
This leads to a very onvenient segment piture[187℄.
A further point whih requires some omment onerns the evaluation
of the aeptane ratio in Eq. (4.48). As an be seen from the expression
of the weight W (C) in Eq. (4.37), this amounts to evaluate the ratio of
two determinants as well as the ratio between two loal traes. While for
the former fast update routines are available, whih makes this operation
rather eient, dealing with the ratio among loal traes is the most time-
onsuming part of the algorithm, at least in the general ase of a multi-orbital
quantum impurity model. In suh a ase, indeed, one have to evaluate from
srath the whole hain of fermioni operators. Several triks have been
proposed to implement this evaluation[86℄ in an eient way and we have
used most of them in our algorithm. In partiular, we write the fermioni
operators entering in Eq. (4.38) in the basis of loal eigenstates and store
the whole hain of matrix produts from left to right (and vieversa), so that
the evaluation of trial moves is redued to few matrix multipliations.
4.4 Performane of the diagMC algorithm
To test the algorithm, in this setion we study the non-equilibrium dy-
namis in the Anderson Impurity Model[8℄ after a loal quantum quenh.
This model, whih serves as a fundamental paradigm for strong orrelation
physis, desribes a single interating fermioni orbital oupled to a an equi-
librium bath of free ondution eletrons. The loal Hamiltonian before and
after the quenh reads
H±loc
[
c†σ , cσ
]
=
U±
2
(n− 1)2 + εd± n n =
∑
σ
c†σcσ . (4.49)
The ondution eletrons are assumed to be non interating, hene the ou-
pling to the impurity ours via an energy-dependent hybridization funtion
Γ (ε), whih is dened in terms of the ondution density of states (DoS)
ρ (ε) as
Γ(ε) = π
∑
k
|Vk|2 δ(ε − εk) = π V 2 ρ (ε) , (4.50)
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where we have assumed for simpliity Vk independent of momentum. As a
model for the DoS we start onsidering a at band of width 2W
ρ (ε) = ρ0 θ (W − |ε|) , (4.51)
whih enodes the main physis of a metalli ondution bath, namely a nite
weight at the Fermi level (ρ0 = 1/2W at ε = 0) and a nite bandwidth. In
this ase the basi energy sale desribing the oupling between the impurity
and the bath is the hybridization strength Γ = πV 2ρ0. In all alulations we
take Γ as our unit of energy and hoose W = 10Γ.
This setion is strutured as follows. We rst disuss some aspet of the
algorithm (statistis of kinks and average sign) in the spei ase of the
Anderson Impurity Model and then present the results for its harge and
spin real-time dynamis after a loal quantum quenh.
In order to analyze the performanes of the diagMC algorithm on the
Kadano-Baym-Keldysh ontour we will onsider two main quantities, namely
the probability distribution of perturbative orders in the diagrammati ex-
pansion and the average sign of the Monte Carlo weight, both being sensitive
measures to establish the eieny of the method. In the spei ase of the
single impurity Anderson Model, with referene to the notation introdued
in setion 4.2, we have only N = 2 hannels, orresponding to spin σ =↑, ↓.
Statistis of Kinks
As we have shown in setion 4.3, diagMC amounts to stohastially sample
the expansion for Z (t) in powers of the hybridization, by performing a ran-
dom walk in the spae of diagrams. It is therefore quite natural to monitor
during the simulation the statistis of dierent perturbative orders (number
of kinks), namely the probability to visit a Monte Carlo onguration C fea-
turing k reation verties (and k˜ annihilation verties) in the spin setor σ.
We dene this quantity as
Pσ (k) =
∑
C |W (C) | δ (k (Cσ)− k)∑
C |W (C) |
, (4.52)
where the Monte Carlo weight W (C) has been dened in Eq. (4.37). The
behavior of this probability distribution is plotted, as an example, in the left
panel of gure 4.4 for inreasing values of the measuring time t⋆ starting from
t⋆ = 0, whih orresponds to the equilibrium initial preparation. We note
that all histograms are strongly peaked around an average value k¯, larger
perturbative orders k > k¯ appearing with an exponentially small probability.
Notie that whenever this would not be the ase, namely if arbitrarily large
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Figure 4.4: Probability distribution of dierent perturbative orders k sam-
pled during the simulation. Data refers to a loal quenh in the Anderson
Impurity Model, starting from U− = 0 to U+ = 10Γ at partile-hole sym-
metry, for T = 0.1Γ and W = 10Γ. Left panel shows the statistis ok kinks
along the whole ontour, while the top and bottom right panels display the
histograms for the Matsubara and Keldysh setor, respetively.
perturbative orders (k ≫ k¯) would give a nite ontribution to the result,
a diagMC algorithm to work would need an expliit ut-o kmax on the
perturbative order and the result would then require an extrapolation
2
to
kmax → ∞. However for quantum impurity models, at least for the weak
and strong oupling algorithms[159, 187, 86℄, this is not the ase. Figure
4.4 onrms that all orders are inluded and ontribute, with their own
weight, to the nal result. This fat ensures that the outome of our diagMC
alulation is an unbiased result whih do not orrespond to any trunation at
nite-order of the perturbative expansion but rather represents a numerial
resummation of a formal expansion. From gure 4.4 we note that upon
inreasing t⋆ the whole histogram shifts toward larger values of k sine kinks
start to be added on the two Keldysh branhes. It is therefore interesting to
resolve this inreased perturbative order in the two setors of the simulation,
namely the Matsubara and the Keldysh one. To this extent, we plot in the
right panel of the same gure the probability distribution of having ktot kinks
2
This is what happens, for example, in diagMC simulation of lattie models with the
bold-line trik[145℄, where the fermioni sign problem is so severe that a simulation with
arbitrary (unbounded) self-onsistent perturbative orders turns to be unstable and an
expliit ut-o is needed.
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with spin σ on the Matsubara axis, PMσ (k) (top right panel), or ktot kinks
with spin σ on the Keldysh branhes, PKσ (k) (bottom right panel), where
ktot means that we are onsidering both reation and annihilation vertex. At
t⋆ = 0, the initial state, the Keldysh branhes are empty while the Matsubara
setor is lled with an even number of kinks (to ensure partile onservation).
Upon inreasing t⋆ > 0, the system starts evolving in real-time and we note
a transfer of weight in the Keldysh setor toward nite values of k. At the
same time the Matsubara probability distribution does not hange its enter
of gravity and rapidly onverges to a nal distribution, now allowing also
for an odd number of kinks (the total partile onservation is ensured by
kinks in the Keldysh setor). The saling of the average number of kinks
k¯ with measuring time t⋆, temperature and other physial parameters is
also relevant and instrutive. In the equilibrium ase (orresponding here
to t⋆ = 0), k¯ has been shown in Ref. [86℄ to be proportional to inverse
temperature β with a prefator given by the average hybridization energy
per spin,
k¯σ = −β〈Hσhyb〉. (4.53)
Sine 〈Hhyb〉 dereases upon inreasing the orrelation strength U the di-
agMC method in imaginary time works extremely well in the regime U ≫ Γ
being able to reah very low temperatures ompared to the energy sales in
the problem. Unfortunately, the very onvenient saling of Eq. (4.53) does
not hold anymore for the real-time dynamis, as was also noted in previous
works[191℄. In gure 4.5 (left panel) we plot k¯ as a funtion of time t⋆ for
dierent initial preparations U− = 0, 5, 10. We note an almost perfet linear
saling with time, as expeted, while the eet of starting from a orrelated
initial state U− 6= 0 generally helps sine it derease the value of k¯ at t = 0.
Nonetheless, a nite Coulomb interation in the nal state, U+ 6= 0, has no
eet on the average number of kinks sampled, as shown by the dashed line
in left panel whih exatly lies on top of the U+ = 0 results.
Summarizing, we onlude that the saling of the average number of
diagrams for the real-time algorithm generally reads
k¯σ = α t+ k¯
eq
σ , (4.54)
α being a onstant independent on U . It is therefore natural to ask what is
the energy sale ontrolling this prefator. As we show in the right panel of
Figure 4.5, α strongly inreases with the ondution bandwidth W (and pre-
sumably also on the hybridization strength). As a onsequene of Eq. (4.54),
aessing large time sales in the regime W ≫ Γ beomes inreasingly di-
ult with this approah. This is due to the fat that both the omputational
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Figure 4.5: Saling of the average number of kinks with maximum time t⋆.
Left panel shows data at xed U+ = 0, tuning the strength of the Coulomb
repulsion U− = 0, 5, 10. See the perfet linear saling with the same slope
α = dk¯/dt. Right panel displays data at xed U− = 10, U+ = 0 tuning the
strength of the ondution bandwidth W . We see how the slope α inreases
with bandwidth making inreasingly diult to aess large time sales in
the regime W ≫ Γ.
ost of the algorithm and, in partiular, the average sign of the MC weights
strongly depend on the average number of kinks k¯, exponentially the former
and power-law the latter.
Average Sign
Another important quantity to monitor during the simulation is the aver-
age sign of the MonteCarlo ongurations, whih is tightly related to the
auray we an get on physial quantities at xed CPU time. Indeed a van-
ishing average sign turns into very large error bars on MonteCarlo averages
that makes the simulation unstable. In the spei ase of the hybridiza-
tion expansion diagMC, it is known that, for what onerns the equilibrium
(imaginary-time) algorithm, the single impurity Anderson Model has always
positive signs and that even multi-orbital impurity models with rotationally-
invariant interation an be eiently simulated up to moderate low tem-
peratures. This situation drastially hange when dealing with real-time
dynamis sine even the simple non-interating resonant level model faes a
severe sign problem at large enough times sales. This seems to be due to
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Figure 4.6: Average Sign as a funtion of time t for dierent initial prepara-
tions. We learly see an exponential deay on a vey short-time sale. Left
panel shows data obtained xing the nal value of the interation U+ = 0
and tuning the initial value U=0, 5, 10. We see a slight inrease of the average
sign. Right panel shows the dependene of η¯ from the bandwidth of ondu-
tion eletrons and suggest that muh longer time sales an be reahed in
the regime W ∼ Γ.
the intrinsi nature of unitary quantum evolution and learly appears from
the denition we gave of the dynamial partition funtion Z (t) in setion
4.2. Indeed exat anellations are built in the whole formalism to ensure
unitarity.
In the real-time diagMC one should in general talk about average phase,
sine as we mentioned the Monte Carlo weights are omplex numbers. Nev-
ertheless this quantity, whih is dened as
η¯ (t) =
∑
C |W (C) | η (C)∑
C |W (C) |
. (4.55)
turns to be diretly related to the probability of visiting ongurations in
the Matsubara setor, namely to the probability of having no kinks on the
real-time branhes. As a onsequene of this result, whih omes diretly
from unitarity, we onlude the the average phase is indeed a purely real
number even for t > 0 and therefore, without further misunderstanding, we
refer to it as the average Monte Carlo sign. As we show in gure 4.6, η¯ (t)
depends exponentially on the measuring time t⋆, namely on the length of
the Keldysh ontour. In the left panel, we plot the average sign for dierent
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values of the Coulomb repulsion U− in the initial density matrix. We see
that η¯ (t) uniformly inreases with U−, namely starting from a orrelated
initial state may result into a larger average sign even if the eet is rather
small. In the left panel we study how the sign depends on the bandwidth
W of ondution eletrons. We see that moving from W = Γ to W = 15Γ
there is a sizeable inreasing of the average sign, whih means that larger
time sales an be reahed with present algorithm in the regime W ≃ Γ.
While this is not of diret relevane for quantum impurities, it an be very
interesting for Non Equilibrium DMFT, where the ondution bandwidth is
of the same order as the oupling between the impurity and the bath itself.
In the next hapter we desribe two relevant appliations of the present
method. First we will investigate the non equilibrium dynamis of single
impurity Anderson Model after a loal quantum quenh. Then we will move
the attention to the problem of non equilibrium transport and study the
eet of loal vibrations on the dierential ondutane within a simple
model of moleular ondutor.
4.5 Conlusions
In this hapter we have introdued a novel numerial approah to desribe
non equilibrium real-time dynamis in orrelated quantum impurity models.
The method is based on the hybridization expansion of the evolution operator
on the full Kadano-Baym-Keldysh ontour and on a stohasti sampling of
the resulting perturbation theory within Diagrammati Monte Carlo.
The resulting algorithm represents a ompletely general and numerially
exat approah to real-time dynamis in quantum impurity models, whih
interpolates between the standard equilibrium diagMC[187℄ dened on the
Matsubara imaginary-time axis and its reent non equilibrium extensions[162,
127, 191℄ that works on the Keldysh ontour and requires a speial hoie
of the initial ondition for the dynamis. Merging together these two ap-
proahes, we are able to deal with the most generi setup, namely a strongly
orrelated quantum impurity model initially in thermal equilibrium, whih
is driven out of equilibrium by some external time dependent perturbation.
As a onsequene, several kind of initial preparations as well as driving pro-
tools an be onsidered with our approah that allow studying a wide lass
of non equilibrium problems.
More interestingly, we notie that no onstraints are required on the na-
ture of the fermioni bath, whih enters in our approah as an input, enoded
in the ontour-ordered hybridization funtion i∆C (t, t
′). This allows us to
deal with the intriguing problem of studying the real-time dynamis of the
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quantum impurity oupled to a non equilibrium bath and opens the way
to applying our method to solve Non Equilibrium Dynamial Mean Field
Theory. In this perspetive the eetive ation formulation of the algorithm
we have presented at the end of setion 4.2 represents the most natural one.
The natural extension of this researh is to study relaxation dynamis in
orrelated marosopi quantum systems using Non Equilibrium Dynamial
Mean Field Theory.
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Chapter 5
Loal Quenhes and Non-Linear
Transport
In this hapter we disuss two relevant appliations of the Real-Time Dia-
grammati Monte Carlo approah we have introdued in the previous hapter.
Firstly we fous on loal quenhes in the Anderson Impurity Model address-
ing in partiular the role of the low-energy properties of the fermioni bath.
Then we onsider the problem of non equilibrium transport in a simple toy
model of moleular ondutor.
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Figure 5.1: Quenh dynamis in a Resonant Level Model after a sudden
hange of the energy level from εd− = 0 to εd+ 6= 0. Dashed lines is the exat
solution for n (t) as obtained by a standard methods. Points are diagMC
results obtained at T = 0.1Γ. We also add the dynamis for the trivial ase
εd+ = εd− = 0 to show that unitarity is atually preserved by diagMC.
5.1 Charge and Spin Dynamis in the Anderson
Model after a loal quantum quenh
We start by onsidering the non interating ase, the so alled resonant level
model with U− = U+ = 0, whih allows for an exat solution and an be
therefore used to benhmark the algorithm. We onsider for this simple
resonant level model a quenh of the energy level εd that we tune from the
on-resonane value ε− = 0 to the o-resonane one ε+ 6= 0. We note that
this kind of quenh an be realized in optial absorption experiments with
quantum dots, as reently proposed in Ref. [181℄. In Figure 5.1 we plot the
real-time dynamis of the impurity density n (t) for two dierent quenhes,
respetively above and below the on-resonane value εd = 0, and ompare
the result of diagMC (datapoints) with the exat dynamis whih an be
obtained using standard methods [115℄. The exellent agreement with exat
results onrms the reliability of our numerial approah.
We then move to the interating ase, namely onsider a loal quantum
quenh in the Anderson Model with loal Hamiltonian (4.49). In Figure 5.2
we show the dynamis of the double oupation D (t) = 〈n↑ (t) n↓ (t)〉 after
a sudden quenh of the loal interation strength U . Two dierent ases
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Figure 5.2: Non Equilibrium Dynamis of double oupany D (t) in the
Anderson Impurity Model after a loal quantum quenh of the interation
strength at T = 0.1Γ and partile-hole symmetry. In the upper panel we
start from an initial state with U− = 10Γ and a very low double oupation
and quenh to dierent values of U+/Γ = 0, 2.5, 5 from top to bottom. In
the lower panel the opposite protool is onsidered, namely we start from
dierent values of U−/Γ = 2, 4, 6 from top to bottom and quenh to the
same nal U+=0. In both ases we see that after a rather short transient
the system relaxes to a new equilibrium state.
are onsidered. In the upper panel of Figure 5.2, we start from the same
initial preparation, U− = 10Γ, and quenh to dierent nal values of the
interation U+/Γ = 0, 2.5, 5 (from top to bottom). In the lower panel of the
same gure, we start from dierent initial preparations U−/Γ = 2, 4, 6 (from
top to bottom) and quenh to the same nal state U+ = 0.
The dynamis at short times, soon after the quenh, is ontrolled by
the initial density matrix as expeted on general grounds. After a short
time sale, tshort ∼ 0.1/Γ, the system starts feeling the quenh and in fat
the urves in the upper/lower panel start to deviate from/approah to eah
other. The time sale ontrolling the approah to the steady state is set
mainly by 1/Γ - without oupling to the bath no dynamis for the harge
would arise at all. However the nal value of the interation also aets
the dynamis, as one an see from data in the top panel of gure 5.2. We
also ompare these ndings with the non-interating ase, where the quenh
is performed on the energy level whih is suddenly plaed out of resonane
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Figure 5.3: Non equilibrium dynamis of the impurity density after a quenh
of the energy level from εd− = 0 to εd+ = 2.5Γ. We ompare the dynamis for
dierent values of the Coulomb repulsion U = 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10 from bottom
to top, revealing a muh faster thermalization in the orrelated ase due to
Coulomb blokade. Inset: thermal value of the impurity density as a funtion
of the level position for U = 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10 from top to bottom. For U ≫ Γ
the urve is almost at around εd = 0 hene departure from equilibrium is
suppressed after a short transient.
(see lower panel blak urve). In this situation the dynamis appears muh
slower than the previous ases, at least a fator of two. In Figure 5.3 the
problem of quenhing the impurity energy level is onsidered for dierent
values of the Coulomb repulsion U , starting from a level whih is initially
half-lled. As ompared to the non interating U = 0 ase, the eet of
interation is to make the whole relaxation dynamis muh faster and the
steady state value loser to the starting one, resulting in some sense into
a less pronouned deviation from equilibrium. This an be rationalized by
onsidering how the density depends, in equilibrium, on the energy level (see
inset): upon inreasing the interation the urve n (εd) beomes at around
εd = 0, a signature of Coulomb blokade phenomenon. As a onsequene,
any perturbation whih moves the impurity oupation out of integer lling
is quikly suppressed on a short-time sale. The overall piture onrms
what also found in a similar investigation with the time-dependent NRG
in [5℄, namely that harge dynamis is sensitive to high-energy sales, thus
resulting into a generally fast relaxation. As opposite to the harge setor,
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Figure 5.4: Spin Dynamis in the Anderson Model after a sudden quenh
of a loal magneti eld. We start from a partially polarized impurity, with
h− = 5.0, T = 0.1Γ and dierent values of loal interation U (top panel). At
time t > 0 the magneti eld is swithed o and the magnetization is allowed
to relax toward an unpolarized steady state. We see that upon inreasing
the interation U the dynamis slows down. Due to ne-time resolution we
annot follow the deay of the spin toward zero magnetization. However a
large magneti eld in the nal state gives rise to a rather fast relaxation.
the dynamis of spin degree of freedom is sensitive to the low-energy physis
of the model. To probe this dynamis in real-time we imagine to add a
magneti eld h− to the loal Hamiltonian, whih partially polarizes the
impurity, and suddenly swith it o for t > 0. The loal Hamiltonian Eq.
(4.49) now reads
H±loc (h±) = H±loc (h± = 0)−
h±
2
∑
σ
σnσ (5.1)
In Figure 5.4 we plot the spin dynamis 〈Sz (t)〉 starting from h− = 5Γ and
swithing it o, h+ = 0, for dierent values of the interation U . Sine
the nal state in the absene of Zeeman splitting is fully simmetri, we
expet to reover, for large enough times, a relaxation to an unpolarized
state with 〈Sz〉 = 0. We see that this relaxation is very slow and ontrolled
by a time sale whih inreases with U (see top panel), as opposite to what
found in previous ases, when the dynamis of harge degrees of freedom was
probed by quenhing the interation or the level position. Indeed, the spin
dynamis in the strong oupling regime is ontrolled by the lowest energy
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sale in the problem, namely the Kondo temperature, as expliitly shown
in [5℄. Aessing suh a long time sale seems so far unfeasable within the
present approah, sine diagMC simulations beome inreasingly unaurate
at large times due to sign problem, as we will disuss in the next setion.
As shown in the bottom panel of Figure 5.4, the eet of a large magneti
eld in the nal state is to destroy Kondo eet, thus resulting again into
a fast relaxation toward a new steady state. An interesting diretion for
future investigation is to study the spin dynamis in the Kondo regime under
the eet of more general non equilibrium proesses, other than a quantum
quenhes. In this respet the present approah an deal with expliitly time
dependent phenomena, suh as for example an osillating magneti eld,
without any trunation of the dynamis.
5.1.1 Non Equilibrium Dynamis for a quantum impurity in
a gapped or pseudogapped fermioni reservoir
In all ases onsidered above, we observe at large times a onvergene to
a new equilibrium state whih is the thermal one desribed by the nal
hamiltonian H+, namely
〈O (t→∞)〉 = Tr
[
e−βH+ O
]
Tr [e−βH+ ]
(5.2)
This is expliitly shown by the dashed line in gure 5.2, whih represent the
result of an equilibrium alulation done with imaginary time diagMC with
the nal Hamiltonian H+. We also note that no eetive heating arises,
namely the temperature entering in Eq. (5.2) is the same as in the initial
ondition (4.2). This is due to the fat that within diagMC the fermioni
reservoir is treated as an innite system. The onset of thermalization in a
quantum impurity model is not surprising[26℄, and it is related to the fat
that the ondution eletrons play the role of a thermal bath[44℄, able to
absorbe the energy pumped loally after quenh, whih is dissolved in the
interior of the bulk. It is worth noting that this feature is not generi of any
bath  meant as a marosopi (innite) system  but rather depends on its
spetral properties. In the present ase, as we are going to see, thermalization
is related to the gapless nature of the metalli state, whose energy spetrum
goes down to arbitrarily small energies. To further investigate this issue, we
onsider now the out-of-equilibrium dynamis of an Anderson impurity ou-
pled to gapped and pseudo-gapped fermioni bath. Even though QI models
traditionally deal with genuine metalli hosts, the problem of gapped (or
pseudo-gapped) fermioni reservoirs has a vast literature[194, 73, 33, 130℄,
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that reeived a large boost in reent years. Eminent examples of suh a
physial situation are provided by adatoms in graphene sheet or by nanos-
trutures built up with superonduting materials.
The equilibrium phase diagram of an Anderson impurity embedded in
a non-metalli host it is by now rather well established[73, 32, 23℄. As op-
posite, the non equilibrium real-time dynamis in this lass of quantum im-
purity models is muh less explored. A detailed study of this issue is left
for future investigations. Here we limit to eluidate the role played by the
presene/absene of low energy bath spetral weight on the single impurity
dynamis after a loal quantum quenh. It is worth to notie that this issue
an be also relevant to study, within Non Equilibrium DMFT, the relaxation
dynamis of interating eletrons after quantum quenhes. Indeed DMFT
amounts to solve a quantum impurity self-onsistently, using the ontour
ordered impurity Green's funtion as a seed to generate the new fermioni
out-of-equilibrum bath.
Gapped Fermioni Reservoir
We start our disussion onsidering the ase of a true gapped fermioni bath.
In other words we onsider as a model for the ondution eletrons DoS the
following
ρg (ε) =
{
0 0 < |ε| < Eg
ρ0 Eg < |ε| < Eg +W , (5.3)
where 2Eg is the band gap at the Fermi Level. This density of states results
into an energy dependent hybridization funtion Γ (ε) that we dene as in
Eq. (4.50), namely Γ (ε) = π V 2ρ (ε). A plot of this funtion for dierent
values of Eg is given in gure 5.5. We note that in the following we will
adopt as unit of energy the hybridization width Γ = π V 2/2W , the same as
in the metalli ase.
The equilibrium properties of an Anderson Impurity oupled to a gapped
reservoir have been studied with NRG in [32℄ and more reently with a per-
turbative approah in [62℄. The model at partile-hole (PH) symmetry ows
at low temperature to the loal moment xed point where the impurity is
asymptotially deoupled from the bath. Out of PH the model displays a
transition between loal moment xed point and strong oupling xed point
depending on wheter the gap Eg is larger or smaller than the Kondo temper-
ature. Here we onsider for simpliity the PH symmetri point whih orre-
spond to setting εd− = εd+ = 0 in the loal hamiltonian Eq. (4.49) and dis-
uss the real-time dynamis for the double oupany D(t) = 〈n↑ (t) n↓ (t)〉
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Figure 5.5: Non equilibrium dynamis for an Anderson Impurity oupled
to a gapped fermioni reservoir. We plot the real-time dynamis for double
oupany at the impurity site after a quenh of the interation from U− =
10Γ to U+ = 0, at partile-hole symmetry εd+ = εd− = 0 and for T = 0.1Γ.
Dierent values of the gap in the bath Eg = 0, 1, 2.5, 5.0 are onsidered,
resulting into very dierent dynamis. Contrarily to the gapless ase (Eg = 0,
blak points) whih quikly approahes the thermal plateau xed by PH
symmetry and indiated by an arrow, Dtherm = 1/4, we see that due to the
nite gap in the spetrum the real-time dynamis slows down thus preventing
us to onlude on the long time behaviour of D(t). However, for very large
values of Eg (see Eg = 5Γ) the dynamis seems atually to reah a steady
state where the double oupation is dierent from Dtherm.
on the impurity site after a sudden hange of the loal Coulomb interation.
In gure 5.5 we show the double oupany dynamis after a quenh
from U− = 10Γ to U+ = 0 for dierent values of Eg at T = 0.1Γ. Due to
PH symmetry the thermal value of D omputed on the nal hamiltonian
H+ has to be equal to Dtherm = 1/4 for U+ = 0. Indeed, we see that
in the metalli ase (Eg = 0) D(t) approahes rather quikly the expeted
thermal plateau. At the same time opening a nite gap Eg 6= 0 in the
bath reets into a muh slower dynamis whih prevents us from a rm
onlusion on the asymptoti behaviour of D(t). We note, however, that
for large values of Eg the dynamis seems atually to reah a stationary
state whih looks quite dierent from the expeted one. Suh a behaviour
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ould be interpreted in terms of the equilibrium properties of the gapped
Anderson impurity model whih, as we mentioned, at PH symmetry ows to
the loal moment regime with the impurity eetively deoupled from the
bath. Given suh an initial ondition and taking into aount the large value
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Figure 5.6: Non equilibrium dynamis for an Anderson Impurity oupled to a
gapped fermioni reservoir. We set the gap in the spetrum equal to Eg = 1.0
and plot the real-time dynamis for the double oupany after a quenh of
the interation, at T = 0.1Γ and PH symmetry. Two kind of proesses are
onsidered, namely a quenh from U− = 0 to U+ 6= 0 and the reverse proess
from U− 6= 0 to U+ = 0, whih dier among eah other for the average work
done during the quenh, see Eq. (5.5) in the main text. Top panel shows
data for U− = 10Γ, U+ = 0 and vieversa, while bottom panel data for
U− = 2.5Γ, U+ = 0 and vieversa. We see that, provided the average work
done is suiently larger than the gap 2Eg, a fast thermalization an ourr
also in a gapped model (see top panel, blak points). As opposite, when the
amount of energy pumped into the system is too small the dynamis slows
down and we annot onlude with present data wheter thermalization takes
plae or not.
of the gap, whih strongly aets the bath properties, one an rationalize
the slowing-down of the impurity dynamis. Indeed, in the limit of very
large gaps Eg → ∞, a free impurity would have no available mehanism to
exhange energy and relax to the steady state desribed by H+. While this
argument ould be in priniple satisfying to explain results plotted in gure
5.5, at least in the large gap regime, it does not take into aount ompletely
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the nature of a quantum quenh proess. To further investigate this point
we now reverse the perspetive, namely we x the gap Eg in the spetrum
and hange the strength of the quenh, namely we hange the nal value of
the interation U+ while keeping xed U− = 0 as well as the level position
so to ensure PH symmetry. This allows to study how the non equilibrium
dynamis depends on the amount of work done during the quantum quenh.
As was reently suggested in[171℄ the statistis of the work is a key quantity
to haraterize a non equilibrium proess suh as a quantum quenh. Its
average value W¯ gives a measure of the energy pumped into the system and
turns to be given[171℄, in the ase of an istantaneous quenh, by
W¯ = 〈H− −H+〉− , (5.4)
where the average 〈 · 〉− is taken over the initial equilibrium density matrix
ρeq ∝ e−βH− . In the ase of a loal quantum quenh suh as the one we are
onsidering, the average work W¯ is given by
W¯ = (U− − U+)〈D〉− . (5.5)
We see therefore that the work W¯ depends not only on the strength of
the quenh, namely the hange in the interation, but also on the initial
ondition. As we are going to see, this quantity greatly aets the resulting
non equilibrium dynamis.
In gure 5.6 (top panel) we plot the dynamis of double oupany D(t)
at PH symmetry after a quenh of the loal interation. We set T = 0.1Γ
and hoose a xed value of the gap Eg = Γ. We ompare two kind of
proesses: one starting from U− = 0 to U+ 6= 0 and the reverse one, whih
starts from U− 6= 0 and quenhes to U+ = 0. Quite interestingly we see
that, provided the average work W¯ is above the threshold of the (semi)gap
Eg, as for the proess U− = 0 → U+ = 10Γ (blak urve in top panel) for
whih |W¯ | = 2.5Γ, a rather fast thermalization an ourr also in the gapped
model. Notie indeed that the expeted thermal value for D, whih is set by
the dashed line in gure 5.6 (top panel) and whih orresponds to the value
of double oupation omputed at equilibrium for U+ = 10Γ, is approahed
on a rather short time sale. We ompare these ndings with the inverse
quenh proess, starting from U− = 10Γ and quenhing to U+ = 0, whih in
fore of Eq. (5.5) is haraterized by a rather small average work W¯ < Eg.
As we see in gure 5.6 the dynamis looks muh slower in this ase and
we annot onlude, on the basis of our data, wheter the thermal plateau
at Dtherm = 1/4 is atually approahed or not at longer times. A similar
omparative study is performed for quenhes from U− = 0 to U+ = 2.5Γ and
vieversa and the results are plotted in bottom panel of gure 5.6.
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Figure 5.7: Non equilibrium dynamis for an Anderson Impurity oupled to
a pseudo-gapped fermioni reservoir. We onsider the model at PH symmetry
and T = 0.1Γ. We x the quenh parameters, namely the initial and nal
value of the interation, equal respetively to U− = 10 and U+ = 0, and
tune the pseudo-gap exponent from r = 0 (gapless metalli state) to r = 4.
The depletion of low energy states in the DoS reets into a muh slower
dynamis whih eventually, for large enough r, seems to prevent the system
from reahing the value of Dtherm = 1/4 whih is xed by PH symmetry and
by the hoie of U+ = 0. However, due to nite time resolution we annot
onlude with present data wheter thermalization ours or not on a longer
time sale.
Pseudo-gapped Fermioni Reservoir
We now onsider the dynamis of an Anderson impurity oupled to a pseu-
dogap reservoir. We onsider as DoS a pure power-law funtion, namely
ρpg (ε) =
{
α|ε|r 0 < |ε| < W
0 |ε| > W , (5.6)
where α = (r + 1)/(2W r+1) ensures the proper normalization. This gives
rise to a power-law hybridization funtion Γ(ε), that we dene in omplete
analogy with the previous ases see Eq. (4.50). Again, we hoose as unit of
energy the hybridization width Γ = π V 2/2W .
The equilibrium phase diagram of the pseudo-gap Anderson Impurity
model is extremely rih, featuring at partile-hole (PH) symmetry and for
0 < r < 1/2, a quantum phase transition at a ritial value of the hybridiza-
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Figure 5.8: Non equilibrium dynamis for an Anderson Impurity oupled to
a pseudo-gapped fermioni reservoir. We onsider the PH simmetri point,
at T = 0.1Γ and for r = 1. We study how the dynamis hanges while
tuning the average work W¯ done during the quenh (see text). We x the
initial interation U− = 0 and perform a quenh to U+ = 10Γ (top panel).
We ompare the results with the reverse proess, from U− 6= 0 to U+ = 0.
Despite the power-law DoS, the dynamis in the ase of a large quantum
quenh (large average work) turns to be quite fast. On the ontrary, in the
low work regime (bottom panel) the dynamis is muh slower and we annot
see wheter thermalization take plae or not at longer time sales.
tion Γc between a strong oupling regime (for Γ > Γc) where Kondo sreening
ours and a loal moment one (for Γ < Γc) where the impurity beomes
asymptotially free at low temperature. As opposite, at PH symmetry and
for r > 1/2 the only stable xed point is the loal moment one and no Kondo
eet an be stabilized for an Anderson Impurity in a gapless reservoir[73℄.
In the following we will fous for simpliity on this latter ase (r > 1/2 at
PH symmetry) so to avoid any ompliation related to the dynamis aross
ritiality. We note that the topi of non equilibrium dynamis aross quan-
tum phase transitions is indeed an extremely intriguing problem [4℄, whih
may deserves furhter investigations in the future.
As we did for the gapped ase, we onsider as a starting point a quantum
quenh of the loal Coulomb interation between U− = 10Γ and U+ = 0,
at T = 0.1Γ and for εd+ = εd− = 0. In gure 5.7 we plot the dynamis of
double oupany as a funtion of time, while tuning the exponent r from
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the metalli ase r = 0 to the almost gapped one r = 4. As we an see the
results we found look very similar to what already disussed in the ase of a
gapped reservoir. While for r = 0, namely for a nite hybridization at the
Fermi level, the dynamis is pretty fast in approahing the thermal plateau
(we are at PH simmetry and U+ = 0, therefore again Dtherm = 1/4), for
r 6= 0 the dynamis slows down and for r = 4 seems atually to get stuked
into a non thermal steady state. However from these data it is diult to
onlude wheter this is really the ase or rather that thermalization emerges
on a very long time sale.
We onlude this setion by disussing how the dynamis in the pseudo-
gapped ase hanges as a funtion of the work done during the quantum
quenh. To this extent we plot in gure 5.8 the double oupany as a
funtion of time, D(t), for T = 0.1Γ and at PH symmetry. As we have
previously done, we x the initial value of the interation to U− = 0 while
tuning the nal value U+ (see top of panel) so to hange the average work
W¯ . At the same time, we study the dynamis for the reverse proess where
we x the nal value of the repulsion to U+ = 0, while hanging the initial
ondition U−. As we have already found in the gapped ase, the dynamis
turns out to be very sensitive to the average work done, namely to the amount
of energy pushed into the system. In partiular we an see from gure 5.8
that quenhes with suiently large work W¯ an result into a rather fast
dynamis and thermalization at long times. This seems to be the ase, for
example, of quenhes from U− = 0 to U+ = 10Γ (blak points, top panel)
where the thermal value of double oupation with U+ = 10Γ is set by the
arrow at the bottom of the panel. In other ases, where the work done is
not that large, the dynamis turns to be slow and we annot onlude about
the long time behaviour.
Disussion
To summarize, in this setion we have disussed the non equilibrium quenh
dynamis of the Anderson Impurity model in a gapped or pseudo-gapped
fermioni reservoir after a quantum quenh of the loal Coulomb interation.
For the sake of simpliity we have onsidered only the partile-hole simmetri
ase and we have hosen the parameters in suh a way to be always in the
loal moment regime in equilibrium for both gapped and pseudo-gapped
ases, so to avoid further ompliations due to loal quantum ritiality whih
may result into very low-energy/long-time sales ontrolling the dynamis.
An important issue we have tried to disuss onerns the onset of ther-
malization at long times. While this is expeted to ourr for quantum
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quenhes in a onventional metalli reservoir, one may wonder wheter or
not the lak of available states lose to the Fermi energy ould result into
a lak of thermalization at long times. We have shown that the real-time
dynamis is strongly aeted, even on short-to-intermediate time sales, by
the modied spetral funtion of the bath. In partiular, the opening of a
gap or pseudo-gap at the Fermi level results into a slower transient dynamis.
While it is tempting to explain this fat by invoking the equilibrium properies
of the model and the mentioned ow to the loal moment xed point, one
have to take into aount also the intrinsi out-of-equilibrium nature of the
quantum quenh proess. In this perspetive we have identied the work
W¯ done during the quenh as a relevant physial quantity to desribe the
non equilibrium dynamis after the quenh. In partiular, for the gapped
and pseudogapped models, we have shown that a rather fast thermalization
an our provided the work done W¯ is suiently large (for example with
respet to the (semi)gap Eg). As opposite for small quantum quenhes har-
aterized by a small amount of work done W¯ ≪ Eg, the dynamis turns to
be muh slower and we annot onlude, with present data, wheter thermal-
ization ours or not on a longer time sale, thus leaving the question open
to further investigations.
5.2 D Transport Through a Moleular Condutor
We now move our attention to a dierent problem, namely the relevane of
vibrational eets in non equilibrium quantum transport through a simple
model of moleular ondutor. As already notied in hapter 4 the problem
of nite bias steady state transport an be also addressed within DiagMC
provided that a proper non equilibrium initial ondition is hosen.
5.2.1 Current through a Resonant Level Model
To begin our analysis we benhmark the method on the biased spinless RLM.
Its nonequilibrium real-time dynamis, despite being analytially solvable by
standard methods, has proven to be very diult to aess within other nu-
merial approahes [127, 186℄, expeially in at low-bias and low-temperature,
where the orrelations indued by the fermioni leads deay slower than ex-
ponential in time. To test the reliability of our method, we ompute the
oupation number 〈n(t)〉 at zero temperature as a funtion of time t and
for dierent values of the level position εd, both in equilibrium, eV = 0,
as well as out of equilibrium, eV 6= 0, and ompare the exat results with
diagMC data. In this simple ase, we expet that a single energy sale,
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Figure 5.9: Zero-temperature real-time dynamis for dierent bias values eV
of the dot population, 〈n(t)〉, from an initially oupied dot (left panel) and of
the urrent, 〈I(t)〉 (right panel) of the resonant level model. DiagMC results
(dots) are ompared with the exat solution (full line). We take ǫd = Γ and
onsider a at density of states in the leads with an half-bandwidth 10Γ.
The inreasing error bars for larger times is due to the limited simulation
time.
namely the level broadening Γ = π
∑
k |Vk|2δ(εk), will ontrol the approah
to the steady-state. As an be seen in Fig. 5.9, the diagMC alulation
perfetly mathes the exat solution. We are able to resolve both the short-
time transient after the initial onguration and the approah to steady
state. A nite applied bias eV 6= 0 uts o the Keldysh evolution operator
(the steady state is reahed earlier than at eV = 0), as pointed out by Ref.
[123℄, thus making the expansion more onvergent. Moreover, within the
present approah we an easily measure the urrent ow through the impu-
rity I(t) = 12 〈IL(t) − IR(t)〉 on a ne real-time grid in a very eient way.
Results shown in Fig. 5.9 onrm that a true non-equilibrium steady state
with a nite value of the urrent is reahed at long times, due to the innite
size of the bath. Dissipation ours entirely within the fermioni reservoir
and we do not need to inlude any tiious bosoni bath to reah a steady
state [127℄. A deliate issue to disuss when sampling real-time quantum
dynamis is the so alled sign problem, namely the exponential saling of
relative statistial errors in the Monte Carlo estimate of any observable in
the innite-size limit. In this respet, the main advantage of the Diagram-
mati Monte Carlo method is that one pointed out in Ref. [145℄: both the
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thermodynami limit as well as the zero temperature/zero bias limit an be
safely taken with no numerial eort, while the omputational demanding
part is related to the long-time limit, beause the average number of sampled
diagrams sales roughly linearly in time. While for the simple RLM model
we an reah the steady state running the ode for a ouple of days on a
laptop, when an exponentially small energy sale in the tunneling ontrols
the physis, as e.g. in the Kondo regime, ad ho resummation [145℄ or more
eient sampling riteria must be used to improve auray.
5.2.2 Step-up Step-down Crossover
As a rst nontrivial appliation we onsider a simple model of a moleular
ondutor, namely a spinless fermioni level oupled to Holstein phonons.
The loal Hamiltonian is
Hloc(n) = ω0
2
(x2 + p2) + gx(n − 1
2
) + εd(n− 1
2
) (5.7)
where g the eletron-phonon oupling, ω0 is the phonon frequeny (x is the
phonon displaement and p its onjugate momentum), εd is the energy of the
level and n its oupany. Our Keldysh diagMC an be naturally extendend
to inlude loal phonons [189℄, the only dierene appearing in the trae
over loal degrees of freedom, now involving fermioni operators time-evolved
aording to the hamiltonian (5.7) for the eletron-phonon subsystem. This
trae an be evaluated analytially by observing that the loal Hamiltonians
with dierent level oupany n = 0, 1 are related one to the other by a
unitary transformation, Hloc(0) + ǫd = U †Hloc(1)U , with U = exp (igp/ω0).
It follows that the bosoni ontribution to the loal trae redues to the
following bosoni orrelation-funtion
Lphk = Tr
(
ρph U
†(tek)U(t
s
k)U
†(tek−1) . . . U(t
s
1)
)
, (5.8)
whih an be easily evaluated analytially for most ommon initial phonon
density matries ρph, whih we assume the equlibrium distribution at zero
temperature. In (5.8) U(t) and U †(t) are the unitary operators evolved with
Hloc(1), and we have assumed the level initially oupied. The oupling to
moleular vibrations is known to signiantly aet inelasti eletron tun-
neling. [61℄ When the bias hits a vibrational frequeny, the dierential on-
dutane dI/dV hanges sharply. Experimentally, it is observed that dI/dV
inreases in the tunneling regime, but dereases in the opposite ase of a
high transmission barrier. Although simple physial arguments an be in-
voked [95, 142℄ to explain this phenomenon, theoretial alulations have so
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Figure 5.10: Zero-temperature dierential ondutane dI/dV (in unit of
e2/h) for bias values eV around ω0 = 2.0Γ. Eletron-phonon oupling is
g = 0.5ω0. We onsider two dierent values of the fermioni level position εd
in order to reprodue the rossover from reduted (step-down) to enhaned
(step-up) ondutane.
far been restrited to lowest orders in the eletron-phonon oupling [140, 51℄.
In the simple resonant level model that we are onsidering, previous pertur-
bative alulations predited that dI/dV at bias eV = ω0 should derease
or inrease if the zero-bias ondutane G > 0.5 or G < 0.5, respetively, in
units of the unitary value (in our spinless ase e2/h). Evidenes for this was
very reently reported by Tal and oworkers with H2O moleules bridging
a Pt break juntion. Sine the Keldysh diagMC is non perturbative in the
eletron-phonon oupling, it oers the possibility to verify this perturbative
preditions. We model the two regimes of G ≷ 0.5 by two dierent values of
the level position εd = 1 and 3, the former loser to resonane than the latter,
and ompute diretly the dierential ondutane dI/dV . As an be seen
from Fig. 5.10, either step-down or step-up features do appear around the
threshold for vibroni exitations, eV ≃ ω0, when the zero bias ondutane
is greater or lower than 0.5, respetively, in agreement with perturbative re-
sults [140, 51℄. We also note that the step is not as abrupt as in perturbation
theory, likely signaling a signiant phonon damping.
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5.3 Conlusions
In this hapter we have studied two appliations of the Real-Time Diagram-
mati Monte Carlo method to real-time dynamis in quantum impurity mod-
els. Two non equilibrium situations have been addressed orresponding re-
spetively to a loal quantum quenh and to non equilibrium steady state
transport.
As a rst appliation of our algorithm we have studied the real-time in
an Anderson Impurity Model after a loal quantum quenh. In the ase
of a metalli reservoir we have disussed time sales ontrolling harge and
spin relaxation. While the former is a rather fast proess mainly ontrolled
by hybridization Γ, the latter turns to be a muh slower proess assoiated
with the lowest energy sale in the problem, namely the Kondo temperature
TK . As we have shown in setion 5.1 , the harge time sale an be reahed
within the present approah, while the deay of a polarized spin annot, due
to sign problem whih makes alulations at very long times inreasingly
diult. Finally we have addressed the non equilibrium dynamis of an
Anderson Impurity oupled to a gapped or a pseudo-gapped reservoir. Even
though we restrit our attention to the PH symmetry and to power-law
exponents r > 1/2, for whih the equilibrium phase diagram in both gapped
and pseudo-gapped ases only features a loal moment xed point, the real-
time dynamis for harge degrees of freedom turns out to be rather intriguing.
In partiular we distinguish two regimes depending on wheter the amount
of work done during the quenh, W¯ , is large or small with respet to typial
energy sale in the DoS. In the former ase we observe a rather fast dynamis
whih may give rise to thermalization, while in the latter ase a muh slower
dynamis whih prevent us from drawing denite onlusions on the long-
time behaviour. The investigation of real-time dynamis in this lass of
quantum impurity models represents, in this perspetive, a very intriguing
and hallenging open problem.
As a seond appliation we have onsidered the problem of non linear
transport in a simple toy model of moleular ondutor where a single spin-
less fermioni level is oupled to an Holstein vibroni mode. To this extent
we formulate the problem in a dierent non equilibrium set-up, where the
tunnel oupling between the dot/moleule and the biased leads is suddenly
swithed on at time t > 0, see gure 4.1 (bottom panel). The dynamis
is evaluated numerially using the real-time diagMC method on the two
branhes Keldysh ontour.
We rstly onsider the non interating problem, with no oupling between
eletrons and phonons, whih an be solved exatly using standard methods
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and serves as a benhmark for the numerial algorithm. We onrm that the
real-time diagMC an desribe a true non equilibrium steady state with a
nite urrently owing through the impurity. Dissipation takes plae within
the ontinuum of gapless fermioni reservoirs.
We then address the role of oupling the eletrons tunneling into the dot
to vibroni exitations, within a simple Holstein Model. As soon as the bias
voltage beomes omparable to the typial energy sale of the vibrations,
eV ∼ ω0, a feature in the dierential ondutane dI/dV appears. Interest-
ingly, while lowest order alulations predit a sharp threshold behaviour,
we nd signatures of phonon damping whih at to broaden out the step, in
fair agreement with reent experimental results [178℄. These are eets due
to vertex orretions whih are diult to inlude within Keldysh perturba-
tion theory but that are naturally aounted for within our method, whih
is non perturbative in the eletron-vibron oupling. We also nd a rossover
between step-up and step-down in the dI/dV urve, depending on the value
of the zero-bias ondutane whih an be tuned by gate voltage.
Many other interesting issues onerning the role of vibrations in quan-
tum transport an be addressed with the method we have presented in this
hapter. Partiularly intriguing is the role played by phonon distribution
funtion during the transport proess as well as the signatures of eletron
vibron oupling in the transient dynamis.
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Part III
Quantum Quenhes in Isolated
Systems
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Chapter 6
Variational Desription of
Correlated Eletrons Out of
Equilibrium
A simple and very exible variational approah to the out-of-equilibrium
quantum dynamis in strongly orrelated eletron systems is introdued through
a time-dependent Gutzwiller wavefuntion. As an appliation, we study the
simple ase of a sudden hange of the interation in the fermioni Hubbard
model and nd at the mean eld level an extremely rih behaviour. In parti-
ular, a dynamial transition between small and large quantum quenh regimes
is found to our at half-lling, in aordane with the analysis of Ekstein
et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 056403 (2009), obtained by dynamial mean
eld theory, that turns into a rossover at any nite doping.
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6.1 Introdution
Sine the disovery of high-temperature superondutivity in opper based
materials [128℄ up to the reent experimental realization of fermioni Mott
Insulators in old atomi gases loaded in optial latties [96℄, strong eletron-
eletron orrelations keep playing a major role in ondensed matter physis.
This is ertainly due to the large variety of striking novel phenomena that re-
sult from ompeting interations among eletroni degrees of freedom. Dur-
ing last deades the experimental and theoretial eorts have been foused
on low temperature equilibrium properties, whih typially probe ground
state or low-lying exited states orrelations, mapping out omplex phase
diagrams as a funtion of external ontrol parameters. The exiting pos-
sibility of probing the dynamis of high-energy exited states, oered by
reent experimental breakthrough in the eld of old atomi gases [84℄ and
time-resolved spetrosopies [66℄, have opened a new window on the non
equilibrium physis of strongly orrelated systems, whih is still largely un-
explored.
From a theoretial perspetive strong orrelations are known to be very
diult to treat, sine are intrinsially non perturbative eets. This has
triggered the development of sophistiated many body tehniques to deal
with this physis, the Dynamial Mean Field Theory [65℄ (DMFT) being
one of the most relevant example. Interestingly enough, however, many basi
onepts in the theory of strongly orrelated systems, have been originated
from alulations based on very simple and physially transparent variational
approahes. Among them we mention, for example, the Brinkman-Rie se-
nario for the Mott transition [22℄, built on early works by Gutzwiller [80℄, or
the famous RVB senario for high temperature superondutivity, proposed
by Anderson in its seminal paper [9℄ and based on the idea of a projeted
groundstate wavefuntion [136, 175℄. Variational approahes to the strong
orrelation problem have therefore a long standing tradition. Due to their
physial appeal and their intrinsi non perturbative nature they are still
largely used, either with further analytial (mean-eld like) approximations
or in onnetion with very eient numerial algorithms to optimize the
wavefuntion [173, 174℄ that have greatly extended the range of appliation
of these methods [28, 117℄.
It is therefore tempting to see whether a proper extension of those ideas
to the out of equilibrium strong orrelation problem is somehow possible.
This would learly provides us with a very powerful approah, although less
rigorous than others, whih would represents one of the few non perturbative
yet analytially manageable tehniques to study orrelated systems out of
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equilibrium.
An obvious observation at this point is that, dierently from ground state
physis whih is proteted by a lear variational priniple, non equilibrium
states annot in general be formulated in terms of minimizing some energy
funtional. While this is likely the ase for non equilibrium stationary states
suh as those with urrents owing through them, although some attempts
have been done in this diretion [89, 85, 45℄, the situation may be dierent
for what onerns time evolution, hene transient states. Indeed unitary
quantum dynamis an be shown to derive from a variational priniple on a
real-time ation.
This leaves open the possibility to desribe, by means of a suitable time
dependent variational approah, many non equilibrium problems suh as for
example the relaxation dynamis of an isolated many body systems or, even
more generally, the dynamis indued by tuning in time any Hamiltonian
parameters.
This is atually the aim of the present hapter. In partiular we will rst
introdue a general variational sheme for quantum dynamis in orrelated
systems. This will allow us to ast the original problem of solving the time-
dependent many-body Shroedinger into a simpler, yet non trivial, one. As
often happens with orrelated wavefuntions the resulting variational prob-
lem annot be solved exatly, in general, unless some further approximation
is introdued. This an be either numerial, in the spirit of Variational Monte
Carlo tehniques, or analytial, along the well known Gutzwiller approxima-
tion. We follow the latter, properly generalized to deal with time dependent
situations. As an appliation we study the simplest non equilibrium prob-
lem, namely the relaxation dynamis after a quantum quenh in the single
band Hubbard model.
6.2 A General Formulation
For simpliity, we assume initially a many-body wavefuntion |Ψ0〉, whih,
for times t > 0, is let evolve with a Hamiltonian H that inludes sizable on-
site interations. In the spirit of the Gutzwiller approah, we make the fol-
lowing variational ansatz for the time-dependent wavefuntion |Ψexact(t)〉 =
e−iHt |Ψ0〉
|Ψexact(t)〉 ≃ |Ψ(t)〉 =
∏
i
e−iSi(t) Pi(t) |Φ(t)〉, (6.1)
where |Φ(t)〉 is a time-dependent Slater determinant. Pi(t) and Siα are
hermitian operators that at on the Hilbert spae of site i and we assume
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they depend, respetively, on some variables λiα(t) and φiα(t) suh that
∂
∂λiα
Pi = Oiα ∂
∂φiα
e−iSi = −iOiα e−iSi , (6.2)
where Oiα is any loal hermitian operator. Sine (6.1) is just a variational
ansatz, it does not solve the full Shr÷dinger equation. Our proposal is to
determine the variational parameters by requiring: (i) that the Heisenberg
equations of motion of the loal operators Oiα are satised when averaging
over (6.1), namely that
O˙iα ≡ d
dt
〈Ψ(t)|Oiα|Ψ(t)〉 = −i〈Ψ(t)| [Oiα,H] |Ψ(t)〉 (6.3)
and (ii) that the average energy E = 〈Ψ(t)|H |Ψ(t)〉 is, as it should be,
onserved during the real-time evolution,
dE
dt
= 〈 ∂tΨ(t)|H|Ψ(t)〉+ 〈Ψ(t)|H| ∂tΨ(t)〉 = 0 . (6.4)
Let us start from the rst ondition (6.3) notiing that, by denition (6.2),
∂
∂φiα
eiSi H e−iSi = i eiSi [Oiα,H] e−iSi .
Hene it follows that
−i〈Ψ(t)| [Oiα,H] |Ψ(t)〉 = − ∂E
∂φiα
from whih we get the equation of motion for Oiα
O˙iα = − ∂E
∂φiα
. (6.5)
Conerning the seond ondition we notie that, by denition, the time
derivative of the variational wave-funtion reads
|∂tΨ(t)〉 = (∂t P ) |Φ(t)〉+ P |∂tΦ(t)〉 ,
where we have dened for simpliity P (t) =
∏
i e
−iSi(t) Pi(t). A simple
alulation, that we report in Appendix B for ompleteness, gives the result
(∂t P ) |Φ(t)〉 = d
dt
P(t) =
(∑
iα
λ˙iα P−1i Oiα − iφ˙iαOiα
)
P(t) , (6.6)
When this expression is plugged into (6.4) it gives, using eq. (6.5) and after
some simple algebra,
dE
dt
=
∑
iα
O˙iα
(
−φ˙iα + ∂E
∂Oiα
)
+
+〈Φ(t)|H⋆(t)|∂tΦ(t)〉+ 〈∂tΦ(t)|H⋆(t)|Φ(t)〉 = 0 (6.7)
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where H∗(t) = P †(t)HP (t) is an eetive Hamiltonian that depends on all
time-dependent variational parameters dening Pi and Si. In general, these
parameters an be expressed in terms of φiα and Oiα.
The ondition (6.4) an be therefore readily satised if we impose that
|Φ(t)〉 is the solution of the time-dependent Shr÷dinger equation
− i ∂
∂t
|Φ(t)〉 = H∗(t) |Φ(t)〉, (6.8)
and furthermore that
φ˙iα =
∂E
∂Oiα
. (6.9)
We see from equations (6.5) and (6.9) that φiα and Oiα at like lassial on-
jugate variables and the energy funtional E as their eetive Hamiltonian.
Interestingly, the above dynamial equations for the variational param-
eters an be equivalently obtained from a stationarity priniple on the real-
time ation. Indeed if we dene the ation funtional as
S[Ψ†,Ψ] =
∫
dt 〈Ψ(t)| i∂t −H|Ψ(t)〉 (6.10)
we immediately see that the stationarity ondition δS = 0 is fully equiva-
lent to the solution of the original time-dependent Shr÷dinger problem. If
we now assume the ansatz (6.1) for the time-dependent many body wave
funtion Ψ(t) and ompute the orresponding ation S (6.10) we obtain a
funtional of the variational parameters {φiα, Oiα,Φ} whih reads
Strial =
∫
dt
(
i
2
∂t〈Ψ(t)|Ψ(t)〉+
∑
iα
φ˙iαOiα − E[φiα, Oiα]
)
(6.11)
and whose stationarity onditions
δS
δφiα
= 0
δS
δOiα
= 0
δS
δΦ
= 0
give bak the dynamial equations (6.5,6.9) and (6.8).
Notie that, in the present ase where the original Hamiltonian does
not depend expliitly on time, the onservation of energy immediately fol-
lows from the stationarity priniple. However in the ase of time-dependent
problems whih may be relevant for old atoms appliations the above for-
mulation in terms of real-time ation is still valid even though the energy is
no more a onserved quantity.
In onlusion, within the above variational sheme, the quantum many
body evolution has been translated into a lassial problem for the variational
parameters, with Hamiltonian Hclass
Hclass = 〈Ψ(t)|H|Ψ(t)〉 ,
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oupled to a time-dependent Shroedinger equation 6.8 for the Slater deter-
minant. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the above sheme is variationally
exat, as far as the eetive Hamiltonian Hclass an be omputed in losed
form. For strongly orrelated problems this is often not the ase and one
has to resort to analytial approximations or to numerial methods. In the
next setion we will apply this method to the simplest example of orre-
lated lattie eletrons out of equilibrium, namely the Hubbard Model after
a quantum quenh.
6.3 Quantum Quenhes in the Hubbard Model
The simplest way one ould imagine to indue a non trivial dynamis is
through a so alled quantum quenh. Here the system is rstly prepared
in the ground-state of some given Hamiltonian Hi, and then suddenly let
evolved under the ation of a new Hamiltonian Hf . Reently, quantum
quenhes have been the subjet of a vast literature fousing on integrable
systems [47, 156℄ one dimensional models [30, 108, 116℄ or systems lose to
a quantum ritiality [41℄. The interest on these lass of non equilibrium
problems relies both on the dynamis itself [11℄ as well as on the long-time
properties where the issue of thermalization or its lak of is still highly de-
bated [149, 16℄. For what onerns strongly orrelated eletrons in more
than one dimension, the subjet is still largely unexplored and progresses
have been done only very reently. The single band fermioni Hubbard
model is likely the simplest lattie model of orrelated eletrons embodying
the ompetition between metalli and insulating behavior driven by a loal
Hubbard repulsion U . Its Hamiltonian reads
H (t) = −
∑
σ
∑
〈i,j〉
tij c
†
iσ cjσ + U (t)
∑
i
ni↑ ni↓ . (6.12)
In two pioneering works [125, 48℄ the response of a Fermi sea to a sudden
swith-on of the Hubbard U has been studied in innite dimensions using
respetively the ow-equation method and the Dynamial Mean Field The-
ory (DMFT). Results suggest the existene of two dierent regimes in the
real-time dynamis depending on the nal interation strength Uf . At weak
oupling [125℄ the systems is trapped at long-times into a quasi-stationary
regime where orrelations are more eetive than in equilibrium. This pre-
thermalization phenomenon has been onrmed by DMFT results [48℄ whih
further indiate a true dynamial transition above a ritial Ufc towards an-
other regime with pronouned osillations in the dynamis of physial quanti-
ties. These intriguing results have been so far restrited to a quenh starting
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from a non interating system (Ui = 0) and, more importantly, limited to
rather short aessible time sales and weak quenhes, thus leaving open
many important issues.
In this setion we address this problem using the time dependent vari-
ational sheme previously introdued. In partiular we study the dynam-
is after a sudden hange of the loal interation, starting from the zero-
temperature ground state with U(t ≤ 0) = Ui then quenhing the interation
to U(t > 0) = Uf . Notie that sine the initial state is desribed within the
equilibrium Gutzwiller approximation, whih provides a poor desription of
the Mott Insulator, we have to restrit our analyis to strongly orrelated yet
metalli initial onditions, namely to Ui < Uc where Uc is the ritial inter-
ation strength where Mott transition ours (see Appendix B). Moreover
in the following we will ompletely disregard magnetism, onsidering only
paramagneti and homogeneous wave funtions.
6.3.1 Time Dependent Gutzwiller Approximation
In the following we assume H to be the single band Hubbard model (6.12)
and assume for the orrelated time-dependent wave funtion the form (6.1)
with
Pi(t) =
2∑
n=0
λi,n(t)Pi,n , (6.13)
and
Si(t) =
2∑
n=0
φi,n(t)Pi,n , (6.14)
where Pi,n is the projetor at site i onto ongurations with n = 0, . . . , 2 ele-
trons. Notie that equations (6.13-6.14) imply that φi,n(t) plays the role of
the onjugate variable of the oupation probability Pi,n = 〈Ψ(t)|Pi,n|Ψ(t)〉.
As we already mentioned the onrete evaluation of the energy funtional
E on the trial state (6.1) is still a very hallenging task, for whih analyt-
ial results generally lak. However, as in equilibrium, alulations an be
done exatly in the limit of large lattie onnetivity or within the so alled
Gutzwiller approximation, provided the following onditions are imposed
[55, 24℄.
〈Φ(t)|P2i (t)|Φ(t)〉 = 1 , 〈Φ(t)|P2i (t) c†iσciσ |Φ(t)〉 =
ni
2
, (6.15)
where ni =
∑
σ〈Φ(t)|c†iσciσ|Φ(t)〉. Using these onstraints one an show [24℄
that averages over the orrelated wave funtion |Ψ(t)〉 of loal and non loal
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operators read, respetively, as
〈Ψ(t)| Oi |Ψ(t)〉 = 〈Φ(t)| Pi(t)Oi Pi(t) |Φ(t)〉 (6.16)
and
〈Ψ(t)| c†iαcjβ |Ψ(t)〉 =
∑
γδ
√
Z⋆iαγ
√
Zjβδ 〈Φ(t)| c†iγcjδ |Φ(t)〉 , (6.17)
where
√
Ziαβ plays the role of a time-dependent quasipartile renormaliza-
tion fator dened through the equation∑
γ
√
Ziαγ 〈Φ(t)| c†iγciβ |Φ(t)〉 = 〈Φ(t)| Pi eiSic†iαeiSiPi ciβ|Φ(t)〉 . (6.18)
In the ase of present interest this gives
√
Zi =
√
Pi,1√
ni (1− ni/2)
(√
Pi,2 e
i(φi,2−φi,1) +
√
Pi,0 e
i(φi,1−φi,0)
)
. (6.19)
From the onstraints (6.15) it immediately follows that, by dening Pi,2 ≡ Di
Pi,0 = 1− ni +Di , Pi,1 = ni − 2Di . (6.20)
Using the above results and further assuming φi,0 = φi,2 = φi while φi,1 = 0,
we an write the energy funtional E as
E = 〈Ψ(t)|H|Ψ(t)〉 = Uf
∑
i
Di +
∑
〈ij〉
wij
√
Z⋆i Zj + h.c. (6.21)
where wij(t) = tij
∑
σ 〈Φ(t)| c†iσcjσ |Φ(t)〉 while Zi (t) dened in equation
(6.18-6.19) reads
√
Zi =
√
ni − 2Di
ni (1− ni/2)
(√
Di + δi e
iφi +
√
Di e
−iφi
)
. (6.22)
Using the result (6.21) for the variational energy we an readily obtain the
equations of motion for the double oupany Di and its onjugate variable
φi using (6.5,6.9). In addition, the dynamis of these variational parameters
is further oupled to a time dependent Shroedinger equation for the Slater
determinant.
In the next subsetion we will disuss the quenh dynamis in the limit of
innite lattie oordination and further assuming a time-independent Slater
determinant suh that wij(t) = w. This will allow us to simplify the problem
and make it amenable to a full analitial treatment. The results provide a
very simple time-dependent mean eld theory for the quenh dynamis in
the fermioni Hubbard model [164℄.
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6.3.2 Connetion with Quantum Ising Model in a Transverse
Field
Before proeeding further, it is worth to notie that the expression (6.22) we
have obtained for the quasipartile weight simplies in the half-lled ase,
ni = 1 √
Zi = 4
√
Di (1/2−Di) cosφi . (6.23)
Then, if we parametrize the double oupation Di as
Di = (1− cos θi)/4 , (6.24)
we an reast the energy into a form whih resembles the mean eld energy
of an Ising model in a transverse eld
HQI = Uf
4
∑
i
(1− σzi )−
∑
ij
wij(t)σ
x
i σ
x
j , (6.25)
where 〈σzi 〉 = cos θi and 〈σxi 〉 = sin θi cosφi.
Remarkably, this onnetion an be established in muh more generality
[163℄, and agrees with the Z2-slave-spin theory reently introdued [92, 160℄.
Therefore, it is not surprising that the equations of motion that we obtain
through Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4) are just those of the Ising model 〈∂t σai 〉 =
−i〈[σai ,HI ]〉 within mean eld. In other words, under the above assumption
of homogeneous and paramagneti wavefuntions, a quantum quenh in the
half-lled Hubbard model is equivalent, within the Gutzwiller variational
sheme, to a quenh in a Ising model in the presene of a transverse eld. In
partiular, if |Φ(t)〉 is taken to be the half-lled Fermi sea, then wij(t) = w
and (6.25) is the onventional ferromagneti Ising model with onstant and
uniform exhange w and transverse eld Uf/4. Quantum dynamis after
step-like variations of the transverse eld has been reently investigated in
one-dimension, where the model is integrable [156℄, and on a fully onneted
lattie within a large spin approximation [39℄.
6.4 Time-Dependent Mean Field Theory
In the limit of innite oordination latties all spatial utuations are frozen
out and we an safely assume the variational parameters {Di, φi} to be
independent of lattie site. The resulting lassial Hamiltonian (6.21) for
one single degree of freedom D and its onjugate variable φ reads
E[D,φ] = UfD(t) + ε¯n Z(D,φ) , (6.26)
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where ε¯n is the average kineti energy for a Fermi sea with density n = 1− δ
while Z is the eetive quasipartile weight, whih reads from equation (6.22)
Z (D,φ) =
2 (n− 2D)
n (2− n) × (6.27)[(√
D + δ −
√
D
)2
+ 4cos2 φ
√
D
√
D + δ
]
.
The lassial equations of motion for this integrable system immediately
follow from (6.26)
φ˙ =
Uf
2
+
ε¯n
2
∂Z
∂D
(6.28)
D˙ = − ε¯n
2
∂Z
∂φ
(6.29)
In the following we will use the MIT ritial interation, Uc = −8ε¯n=1, as
the basi unit of energy and dene aordingly the adimensional quantities
uf = Uf/Uc and ui = Ui/Uc.
The initial onditions for the lassial dynamis (6.28-6.29) read
D(0) = Deq(ui, δ) , φ(0) = 0 , (6.30)
where Deq(ui, δ) is the zero temperature double oupany for interation
ui and lling δ that an be easily omputed from an equilibrium Gutzwiller
alulation (see appendix B).
It is worth to notie that, apart from the trivial ase in whih uf = ui,
the lassial dynamis (6.28-6.29) admits a non-trivial stationary solution
D = 0 and cos2 φ = uf , whih is ompatible with the initial onditions only
at half-lling and uf = ufc = (1 + ui)/2. It turns out that ufc identies a
dynamial ritial point that separates two dierent regimes similarly to a
simple pendulum. When uf < ufc, 2φ(t) osillates around the origin, while,
for uf > ufc, it performs a yli motion around the whole irle. In order
to haraterize the dierent regimes, we fous on three physial quantities,
the double oupany D(t), the quasipartile residue Z(t) and their period
of osillation, T .
Just before disussing in some detail the results of the lassial dynamis
(6.28-6.29) it is useful to ast it into a losed rst-order dierential equation
for one of the two onjugate variables D,φ. Indeed the dynamis is suh
that
E0(Uf , Ui, δ) = UfD(t) + ε¯n Z(t) , t > 0 (6.31)
where E0(Uf , Ui, δ) is the total energy soon after the quenh, whih reads
E0(Uf , Ui, δ) = Uf Deq (Ui, δ) + ε¯n Zeq (Ui, δ) . (6.32)
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Figure 6.1: Sketh of the phase diagram in the ui, uf plane for the quenh
dynamis of the single band Hubbard model within the Gutzwiller approx-
imation at half-lling. Two dierent dynamial regimes orresponding to
weak and strong oupling dynamis (A and B in the plot) are found depend-
ing whether the nal interation uf lies above or below the ritial quenh
line uf =
1+ui
2 . For quantum quenhes along this line the dynamis features
an exponential relaxation toward a steady state.
A quik look to the denition of the quasipartile weight Z in (6.27) is
enough to onvine us that the simplest way to proeed is to eliminate φ
from Eq.(6.31) in order to lose the problem for the double oupany D(t).
From Eq.(6.27) and using the fat that ε¯n = n (2− n) ε¯ we obtain
cos2φ =
E0 − UfD − 2ε¯ (n− 2D)
(√
D + δ −√D
)2
8ε¯ (n− 2D)√D (D + δ) . (6.33)
whih an be inserted into the equation (6.29) for D(t), whih reads after
evaluating the derivative of Z with respet to φ
D˙ = −8ε¯ (n− 2D)
√
D (D + δ) sinφ cosφ . (6.34)
After some simple but lengthly algebra we end up with a dierential equation
for the time-dependent double oupation whose general struture is
D˙ = ±
√
Γ(D) , (6.35)
where Γ(D) = 2uf (D2+ −D) (D −D1+) (D −D−) an be thought as an
eetive potential ontrolling the dynamial behavior of D(t). Here D2+ ≥
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Figure 6.2: Top Panel: Eetive potential Γ (D) for uf = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5
(right) and uf = 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0 (left). Bottom panel: Inversion points
D1+,D− as a funtion of uf at xed ui = 0 for zero and nite doping.
D1+ ≥ 0 and D− ≤ 0 are the three roots of Γ (D) whose expliit expression
will be given hereafter. We note that sine the problem is one dimensional
many properties of the solution (6.35) an be inferred diretly from the
knowledge of Γ(D) without expliitly solving the dynamis.
It turns out that the equilibrium zero temperature Gutzwiller solution
Deq(ui, δ) ≡ Di is always a root of the eetive potential Γ (D), see gure 6.2,
hene a stable solution for the dynamis. This is not surprising but simply
reets the fat that to indue a non-trivial dynamis one has to start from
an highly exited state for the Hamiltonian Hf . As opposite the remaining
roots strongly depend on uf and δ, thus resulting into a very rih dynamial
behavior.
6.4.1 Quenh Dynamis at Half-Filling
We start onsidering the half-lled ase (δ = 0) and for the time being x
uf > ui see gure 6.1. In this regime the behavior of the eetive potential
Γ(D) is plotted in gure 6.2. As one an see in addition to D2+ = Di =
1−ui
4 ,
there are two roots D− < 0 < D1+ whih strongly depend on uf (see bottom
panel). As we are going to argue those roots merge together at a ritial
interation quenh ufc = (1 + ui) /2 thus turning into a stationary point
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for the eetive potential Γ (D). As a onsequene two dierent dynamial
regimes an be identied whih are divided by a true dynamial transition.
Weak Coupling
Let us start from the weak oupling side ui < uf < ufc when the aessible
regions for the dynamis (6.28-6.29) (Γ (D) ≥ 0) are bounded by
D2+ = Di D1+ = (ufc − uf ) /2 = Di (1− uf/2Di) . (6.36)
Here the double oupation dynamis osillates between these two values
with amplitude AD = (uf − ui) /2 and period T given by
T = 2
∫ Di
D1+
dD√
Γ (D)
=
4
√
2K (k)√
Zi
, (6.37)
where K (k) is the omplete ellipti integral of the rst kind with argument
k2 = 4uf (uf − ui) /Zi. Here we have dened Zi = 1− u2i as the Gutzwiller
zero temperature quasipartile weight (see appendix B). In the limit of a
small quantum quenh, δu = uf−ui → 0, the amplitude of those osillations
vanishes linearly while the period stays nite, T ≃ T0 (1 + ui δu/Zi), with
T0 = 4π/
√
Zi. Upon further inreasing uf both the period T and the am-
plitude AD of osillations inrease their size as shown in gure 6.3. As the
ritial quenh line is approahed the period inreases further, eventually di-
verging logarithmially right at uf = u
c
f . This an be shown expliitly from
Eq.(6.37). Indeed we notie that for uf → ucf the argument of the omplete
ellipti integral approahes k = 1, sine
uc
f
−ui
2 = Di. Therefore, using the
known asymptoti result K (k) ≃ log
(
4/
√
1− k2
)
we get
1− k2 = (ucf − uf)
(
1 +
uf
2ucf Di
)
(6.38)
from whih we obtain
T ∼ 4√
1− u2i
log
(
1
ucf − uf
)
. (6.39)
Suh a diverging time sale signals a sharp transition to a ompletely dier-
ent dynamial regime for uf > ufc. This learly appears by looking at the
eetive potential Γ(D) whose positive smaller root D1+, whih is perturba-
tively onneted to Di, linearly approahes zero for uf → ufc, see equation
(6.36). Here it merges with the negative roots
D− = D0
(
1− ufc
uf
)
, (6.40)
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Figure 6.3: Left Panel: Mean-eld dynamis for quantum quenhes to uf
below (top) and above (bottom) the ritial line. Right Panel: Period of
osillation TD as a funtion of uf for ui = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75. Notie the
log-singularity at ufc.
whih is also onneted to Di but for uf →∞. Hene, upon further inreas-
ing the quenh strenght uf above the ritial line, the two roots D1+,D−
swap their role and the dynamis enters the strong-oupling regime.
Finally it is worth to briey disuss the dynamis of the quasipartile
weight Z(t) and that one of the phase φ(t). The former shows an osillat-
ing behavior with the same period T given in (6.37), as a onsequene of
energy onservation. For what onerns the phase φ(t), its dynamis an
be obtained by eliminating the double oupation D(t) from the original
dynamial system (6.28-6.29), as we show expliitly in the Appendix B. In-
terestingly as we an see from gure 6.4 in the weak quenh regime we are
onsidering (uf < ufc) the phase osillates around the equilibrium xed point
φ = 0, with a period whih inreases upon approahing ufc. As we are going
to disuss in the next paragraph, it is just the phase whih shows the most
striking hange in the dynamis as the ritial line is rossed.
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Figure 6.4: Dynamis of the phase in for quenhes below and above the
ritial value ufc. Notie that for small quenhes the phase osillates around
zero while for uf > ufc the dynamis is no more bounded sine the energy
is suient to overome the potential barrier.
Strong Coupling
As we antiipated, for quenhes above the ritial value ucf the eetive
potential Γ (D) shows again two simple roots, hene the motion of double
oupation D(t) (and quasipartile weight Z(t)) is still periodi.
In partiular, the period T of these strong oupling osillations an be
still expressed in terms of the omplete ellipti integral
T = 2
√
2
uf
K (k′)√
Di −D+ =
4K (k′)√
uf (uf − ui)
, (6.41)
with argument k′ given by
k′ =
√
Di −D−
Di −D+ =
1
k
=
√
2Di u
c
f
uf (uf − ui) . (6.42)
As the ritial quenh line is approahed from above uf → ucf+ the period
of osillations shows the same logarithmi singularity found on the weak-
oupling side. Indeed in this limit k′ approahes unity from below while k
stays always greater than one. Therefore we an use the previous asymptoti
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result to write K (1/k) ≃ log
(
4k/
√
k2 − 1
)
from whih we readily obtain
T ∼ 4√
1− u2i
log
(
1
uf − ucf
)
, (6.43)
namely the same singularity, with the same prefator, appears on the two
side of the dynamial transition.
However as the quenh is inreased further the resulting dynamis fea-
tures remarkable dierenes from the weak-oupling ase. Indeed both the
amplitude and the period of these strong oupling osillations derease upon
inreasing the strength of the quenh.
Let us start by disussing the dynamis of double oupany. Deep in
the strong oupling regime, uf ≫ ui, period and amplitude vanish as
T ≃ 2π
uf
, AD =
ucf Di
uf
, (6.44)
smoothly mathing the atomi limit result. Hene the resulting dynamis
shows very fast osillations with a redued amplitude. In the strong quenh
limit the double oupation dynamis is ompletely frozen, doublons have
no available elasti hannel to deay [155℄.
Similarly, quasipartile weight Z(t) also shows fast osillations with pe-
riod T given by (6.44) at strong oupling. However the amplitude of those
osillations keeps large even for innite uf , a onsequene of the very non
trivial dynamis of the phase φ(t). Indeed as we plot in gure 6.4 and show
expliitly in the Appendix B, as soon as the ritial line is rossed the phase
starts preessing around the whole irle. Suh an unbounded dynamis re-
ets diretly into the quasipartile weight Z(t) whih at half-lling simply
reads
Z(t) = 16D(t) (1/2−D(t)) cos2φ(t) ≡ Zeq(t)cos2φ(t) (6.45)
Notie that Z(t) does not depends only on the double oupation D(t), as
one would expet in equilibrium, but features a phase-renormalization whih
is a peuliar non-equilibrium eet. As a onsequene, even thought the dou-
ble oupany, and hene Zeq(t), osillates with a vanishing amplitude the
orretion due to the unbounded dynamis of φ(t) results into a nite am-
plitude of osillations for the eetive quasipartile weight. This transition
from a loalized phase with small osillations around φ = 0 to a deloalized
phase where the dynamis is unbounded is, from a mathematial point of
view, ompletely analogous to what happen in a simple pendulum. Right
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Figure 6.5: Dynamis after a quenh at the ritial interation ufc, for dif-
ferent initial onditions ui. Both double oupation D(t) and quasipartile
weight Z(t) deay exponentially to zero with a relaxation time τ⋆ ∼ 1/
√
Zi
whih inreases with ui approahing the initial Mott Insulator.
at the ritial quenh line the dynamis is on the separatrix and the phase
takes innite time to reah its metastable onguration. As we are going
to see in the next paragraph this metastable onguration orresponds to a
featureless Mott Insulator.
Critial Line
Quite interestingly, the weak and the strong oupling regimes that we have so
far disussed are separated by a ritial quenh line ufc at whih mean-eld
dynamis exhibits exponential relaxation. This an be seen expliitly sine
in this limit the eetive potential is simply given by Γ (D) = αD
√
Di −D
with α =
√
2ucf and the dynamis an be easily integrated
αt =
∫ Di
D
dD
D
√
Di −D
=
2√
Di
atanh
(√
Di −D
Di
)
(6.46)
from whih we get the double oupation dynamis at the ritial quenh
D(t) = Di
(
1− tanh2 (t/τ⋆)
)
. (6.47)
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We notie that, independently on the initial value of the orrelation ui for
uf = u
c
f the double oupany relaxes toward zero with a harateristi
time sale τ⋆ = 4/
√
Zi that inreases upon approahing the Mott insulator
ui → 1. Analogously, also the quasipartile weight Z(t) approahes zero for
long-time, with the same exponential behavior,
Z(t) = Zi
(
1− tanh2 (t/τ⋆)
)
.
We see therefore that for quenhes at the ritial line ufc the system reahes
a steady state featuring a omplete suppression of harge utuations, that
is the Mott insulating state within the Gutzwiller mean eld piture. In-
terestingly, the line ufc is suh to make the energy soon after the quenh
exatly vanishing
E0 (ufc, ui) = ufcDi + Zi = 0 . (6.48)
6.4.2 Integrated Dynamis and Long-time Behavior
As we have seen so far, the mean eld Gutzwiller dynamis is periodi in the
main part of the phase diagram exluding the quenh to the ritial value
ufc where an exponential behaviour emerges. Inspite of that, it is however
worth to investigate a properly dened long-time behaviour of the dynamis
whih, as we are going to show, features many interesting properties. To
this extent we rstly introdue, for any given funtion O(t) an integrated
(average) dynamis dened through
〈O〉t = 1
t
∫ t
0
dt′O
(
t′
)
. (6.49)
Then it is natural to dene the long-time average as
O¯ = limt→∞ 〈O〉t . (6.50)
Notie that, sine the relevant observables are periodi funtions of time with
period TO admitting a Fourier deomposition
O (t) =
∑
n
On e
iωn t , ωn =
2πn
TO , (6.51)
the above denition (6.50) an be equivalently written as
O¯ =
1
TO
∫
TO
dtO(t) . (6.52)
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Figure 6.6: Average Dynamis for double oupation as dened in the main
text (see Eq. 6.50). We show data for a quenh from ui = 0.0 to uf =
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.49 (top panel from top to bottom) and from ui = 0.0 to
uf = 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2 (bottom panel from bottom to top). Notie the dierent
trend of the time sale t⋆ as a funtion of uf in the weak and strong quenh
regime. For very large quenhes uf ≫ ui the dynamis of double oupany
is trapped in the initial onguration.
Before disussing the long-time average behaviour of double oupany
and quasipartile weight it is worth to briey omment their average dynam-
is whih ontains interesting information on how the plateau is approahed.
As we an see from top panels of gures 6.6-6.7 the average dynamis shows
a fast transient followed by small osillations whih are progressively damped
out. We stress that this omes entirely from the averaging proedure (6.49)
and not from an intrinsi damping mehanism that, as we have already
shown is missing in our mean eld dynamis. However the overall piture,
inluding the behaviour of the steady state averages that we are going to
disuss, displays some interesting features that is worth addressing. First
we notie that the fast time sale t⋆, whih an be roughly estimated as the
time at whih rst minimum ours, is basially ontrolled by the period T
of osillations as we expliitly show in the inset of gure 6.7. It inreases as a
funtion of nal interaion quenh uf in the weak quenh regime eventually
diverging at the ritial line. In the strong quenh regime the behaviour of
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Figure 6.7: Average Dynamis for quasipartile weight as dened in the
main text (see Eq. 6.50). We show data for a quenh from ui = 0.0 to
uf = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 (top panel from top to bottom) and from ui = 0.0
to uf = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 (bottom panel from right to left arrow). The inset
shows the behaviour of the time sale t⋆ as a funtion of uf in omparison
with the period T of osillations. Notie the singularity at ufc.
this time sale hanges, as we an see from the bottom panels of both gures.
In partiular t⋆ dereases with the strength of the quenh for uf > ufc. This
has a diret onsequene for the average dynamis of both double oupa-
tion and quasipartile weight (see bottom panels of gures 6.7-6.6), whih
shows a dierent trend. Indeed not only the transient is faster but also the
osillations get quenhed on a muh shorter time sale and a steady state is
quikly approahed.
We now move the attention to the behaviour of steady state avererages
as a funtion of the initial and nal values of the interation. To this extent
we ompute the average double oupation D¯ using equation (6.52) whih
reads
D¯ =
2
TD
∫ D2
D1
DdD√
Γ (D)
, (6.53)
Remarkably suh an integral an be expressed in terms of the omplete
ellipti integrals of the rst and seond kind, K(k) and E(k) respetively.
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The result for D¯ reads therefore
D¯ = D− + (D2 −D−) E (k)
K (k)
, (6.54)
with k =
√
D2−D1
D2−D−
, where we have dened D1,2 as the two positive roots of
the eetive potential Γ (D) while D− as the negative one. In addition, due
to energy onservation, the knowledge of the average double oupany D¯
ompletely xes the average quasipartile weight whih reads
Z¯ = Zi + 8uf
(
D¯ −Di
)
. (6.55)
We now evaluate the long-time average D¯ and Z¯ as given in Eq. (6.54-
6.55) in the three dierent dynamial regimes we have previously identied.
Weak Coupling
In the weak oupling regime and for uf > ui the average double oupation
at long times reads
D¯ = Di
(
1− u
c
f
uf
)
+Di
ucf
uf
E (k)
K (k)
= Di
[
1 +
ucf
uf
(
E(k)−K(k)
K(k)
)]
(6.56)
with k2 =
uf(uf−ui)
2Di ucf
. Similarly using the Eq. (6.55) we get for the average
quasipartile weight the result
Z¯ = Zi
E(k)
K(k)
. (6.57)
It is interesting to onsider the asymptoti regime of a small quantum quenh
δu = uf − ui → 0. Then we an expand the ellipti integrals for small k to
get
D¯ ≃ Di − δu
4
=
1− uf
4
. (6.58)
We see therefore that for small quenhes the double oupation follows the
zero temperature equilibrium urve, independently on the initial value of the
interation ui. This is learly shown in gure 6.8. Sine to lowest order in
δu no heating eets arise, this result implies that after a small quenh of
the interation the average double oupation D¯ is thermalized. In addition,
this result has an interesting onsequene for what onerns the behavior of
the quasipartile weight Z¯. A simple alulation to lowest order in δu gives
Z¯ ≃ Zi − 2uf δu (6.59)
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Figure 6.8: Average double oupation D¯ (top) and quasipartile weight Z¯
(bottom) as a funtion of uf at xed ui = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5 ompared to the zero
temperature equilibrium result (dashed lines).
from whih we onlude that, as opposite to the double oupation D¯, the
long-time average quasipartile weight diers from the zero temperature
equilibrium result even at lowest order in the quenh δu. In partiular if
we evaluate Z¯ for the speial ase of a quenh from a non interating Fermi
Sea (ui = 0) we get the result, 1 − Z¯ = 2 (1− Zeq), rstly obtained in
[125℄ within the ow equation approah. This peuliar mismath between
equilibrium and non equilibrium quasipartile weight is a general result of
quenhing a Fermi Sea [126, 124℄. It signals the onset of a prethermal regime
where quasipartile are well dened objets, momentum-averaged quantities
suh as kineti and potential energy are thermalized while relaxation of dis-
tribution funtion is delayed to later time sales. Interestingly we see that
our simple mean eld theory orretly aptures the onset of this long-lived
state but fails in desribing its subsequent relaxation toward equilibrium.
Interestingly when approahing the ritial quenh line from below the
average double oupation D¯ vanishes logarithmially. Indeed for k → 1 we
have
K(k) ≃ log
(
4/
√
1− k2
)
+ o
(
1− k2) , (6.60)
and
E (k) ≃ 1 + o (1− k2) , (6.61)
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therefore
D¯ ≃ Di
(
uf − ucf
uf
)
+
2Di
log
(
1
uc
f
−uf
)
(6.62)
The leading term is therefore logarithmi as mentioned, with linear orre-
tions in δu = ucf − uf
D¯ ≃ 2Di
log
(
1
uc
f
−uf
)
(
1 +
δu log δu
2ucf
)
(6.63)
A similar behavior is found for the quasipartile weight Z¯ whih reads
Z¯ ≃ 2Zi
log
(
1
ufc−uf
)
(6.64)
Strong Coupling
In the strong oupling regime the average double oupation reads
D¯ =
ucf − uf
2
+
uf − ui
2
E (k)
K (k)
, (6.65)
with the argument given by k2 =
2Di ucf
uf(uf−ui)
.
Deep in the strong oupling regime, uf ≫ ui, k goes to zero and we an
use the asymptoti for E(k) and K(k)
E (k)
K (k)
≃ 1− k
2
2
(6.66)
to obtain
D¯ ≃ Di
(
1− u
c
f
2uf
)
. (6.67)
We see therefore that, for innitely large quenhes, uf → ∞, the dynamis
is trapped into the initial state. Interestingly enough, for quenhes starting
from ui = 0 the saling 6.67 exatly mathes the strong oupling perturbative
result obtained in [48℄ for the prethermal plateau. Indeed using the fat that
for ui = 0 we have Di ufc = 1/8 = |ε¯|, we nd
D¯ ≃ Di − |ε¯|
2Uf
,
where ε¯ is the kineti energy of the Fermi Sea, in aordane with strong
oupling perturbation theory.
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As opposite, when approahing the ritial quenh line from above we
obtain a vanishing long-time average, with the same logarithmi behavior we
have found on the weak oupling side. Indeed for uf → ucf from above we
have that k → 1− and therefore we an again make use of the asymptoti
for the omplete ellipti integrals. We thus obtain
D¯ ≃ 2Di
log
(
1
uf−u
c
f
) (1 + δu log δu
4Di
)
. (6.68)
Note that the approah to zero is the same in both sides of the phase diagram,
while the orretions are slightly dierent.
For what onerns the quasipartile weight Z¯ to get the leading behavior
o (1/uf ) we need the double oupany to next-to-leading order. Expanding
the ratio between ellipti funtions we get
E (k)
K (k)
≃ 1− k
2
2
− k
4
8
+ o(k6) (6.69)
and using the expression for k ≃ Zi/4u2f we obtain the following asymptoti
behavior for Z¯
Z¯ ≃ Zi − 2u2f k2
(
1 + k2/4
) ≃ Zi
2
(
1− Zi
16u2f
)
(6.70)
whih shows that also Z¯ inreases from the ritial line to large uf and deep
in the strong oupling regime it saturates to a nite plateau whih, however
does not oinide with its initial value Zi but rather it is smaller by a fator
of two due to energy onservation.
6.4.3 Quenh Dynamis away from half-lling
As soon as we dope the system away from half-lling the piture we have
obtained in the previous setion dramatially hange. In partiular, as we are
going to show, any nite doping δ 6= 0 is enough to wash out the dynamial
transition, utting o the logarithmi divergene in the osillation period T .
To see how this may arise it is worth to onsider again the eetive
potential Γ (D) whih enters the dynamis (6.35) for the double oupation.
The qualitative analysis we have performed in setion 6.4.1 an be done
even for nite doping. In partiular, sine the equilibrium zero temperature
Gutzwiller solution Deq(ui, δ) ≡ Di is always a root of Γ(D) we an still
write the eetive potential as
Γ(D) = 2uf (Di −D) (D −D1+) (D −D−) .
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Figure 6.9: Top Panel: amplitude AD (left) and period TD at ui = 0 and δ =
0.0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30. Bottom Panel: averages double oupany D¯ (left)
and quasipartile weight Z¯ (right) at ui = 0 and δ = 0.0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30.
All the dierenes between the doped and the half-lled ase are therefore
hidden in the behavior of the two non-trivial roots D1+,D− as a funtion of
uf . Their expliit expression is however quite lengthy and it is reported for
ompleteness in Appendix B. As we an see from gure 6.2 those two roots,
whih at half-lling degenerate at ufc, are always dierent for nite doping.
In partiular at the ritial quenh line we have
D1+(ufc)−D−(ufc) ≃ δ .
As a onsequene the dynamis of double oupany (and hene of quasipar-
tile weight) always features a nite period given by
T = 2
√
2K (k)√
uf (Di −D−)
, (6.71)
with the argument k of the ellipti funtion dened in term of the inversion
points as
k =
√
(Di −D+) / (Di −D−) . (6.72)
Notie that, due to the above mentioned nite dierene between D1+ and
D−, this argument is always stritly lesser than one, k < 1 and no singularity
in T arises. In gure 6.9 (top panels) we plot the period T and the amplitude
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A of the double oupany osillations in the doped ase, as a funtion of
uf at xed ui. We notie that both quantities are smooth aross ufc, and in
partiular the logarithmi singularity in the period turns into a sharp peak
whih broadens out as the doping inreases.
Notie nally that a small doping not only aets the dynamis, but also
drastially hanges the long-time averages properties with respet to the
results we have depited in setion 6.4.1. This an be worked out expliitly
by using the same equations we have obtained for the half-lling ase, (fr.
setion 6.4.2), provided the orret expression for the roots D1+,D− is used.
As we an see from gure 6.9 both double oupation and quasipartile
weight stay always nite as uf inreases and only show a dip around the
ritial quenh line whih is gradually smoothed out as the doping inreases.
In summary we have shown that the dynamial transition desribed in
setion 6.4.1 is a peuliar feature of the half-lled ase, a nite doping is
enough to turn it into a sharp rossover.
6.4.4 Disussion
It is worth disussing the results of the time dependent mean eld theory
in light of those reently obtained with the Flow Equation method [125,
126℄ and with Non Equilibrium Dynamial Mean Field Theory [48, 49℄ for
quantum quenhes starting from a non interating Fermi Sea.
We rst of all notie that the suppression of quantum utuations, whih
is at the ground of our results, give rise to an oversimplied periodial dynam-
is that laks relaxation toward a steady state and even more thermalization.
This is at odd with results of both Flow Equation and DMFT whih, thanks
to a more areful treatment of quantum utuations, are able to damp out
these osillations. We guess that a similar result ould be obtained from our
variational treatment, for example, by allowing utuations in the Fermi sea
and treating the Quantum Ising Model beyond the simplest mean eld level
[92℄. Further investigations are required to larify this point.
Beside this obvious drawbak we an say that, quite remarkably, our
mean eld theory athes many interesting features of the problem whih
are also present in the results of Flow Equation and DMFT.
In partiular our variational ansatz is able to exatly apture both regimes
of prethermalization found at weak [125℄ and strong oupling [48℄, the former
due to the non equilibrium mismath in the quasipartile weight while the
latter to long-lived double oupations (see equations 6.59-6.67). The agree-
ment at strong oupling is partiularly remarkable if thought from the point
of view of thermal equilibrium, where one knows the Gutzwiller wavefuntion
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annot apture the Hubbard bands. We stress however that for the reasons
mentioned above our simplied mean eld theory wrongly make those two
regimes stable up to innite times without any relaxation to thermal equilib-
rium. Furthermore, the Gutzwiller ansatz makes lear and transparent the
existene, in between of those two metastable regimes, of some ritial value
of the quenh at whih an exponentially fast relaxation an emerge, as rstly
proposed in [48℄. In this perspetive our results are very promising and an
be seen as a rst step in the diretion of a more detailed understanding of
the physis of intermediated-to-strong interation quenhes in the fermioni
Hubbard Model.
6.5 Conlusions
In this hapter we have introdued a variational approah to strongly orre-
lated eletrons out of equilibrium. The idea is to give an ansatz on the time
dependent many-body wave funtion and to obtain dynamial equations for
the parameters by imposing a saddle point on the real-time ation. While
this strategy is widely used for non interating fermioni systems, in the
spirit of time dependent Hartree-Fok, its extension to strongly orrelated
eletrons represents an interesting novelty, with many possibilities for further
developments. We have applied this variational sheme to the single band
Hubbard model using a proper generalization of the Gutzwiller wavefun-
tion. It is worth mentioning, however, that the method is general and an
be applied also to other orrelated wavefuntions, as long as a suitable nu-
merial or analytial approah is available to alulate the variational energy
ontrolling the lassial dynamis of the variational parameters.
As a rst appliation we have studied the dynamis of the Hubbard
model after a quantum quenh of the interation. This is an interesting
open problem for whih results have been obtained only very reently using
sophistiated non equilibrium many body tehniques (see setion 3.3.2 for
a disussion). Remarkably, although extremely simple, our approah seems
to apture many non trivial eets of the problem and shows a good overall
agreement with the piture provided by DMFT. From this perspetive it an
be seen as a simple and intuitive mean eld theory for quenh dynamis in
interating Fermi systems.
Finally we note that the possibility to desribe variationally the unitary
dynamis of strongly orrelated systems opens interesting perspetives for
further investigations. This represents an important researh line that it is
worth pursuing in the next future.
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Appendix A
Contour-ordered Hybridization
Funtions
In this appendix we disuss with some more details the ontour-ordered Hy-
bridization Funtion i∆C (t, t
′) we have introdued in the text, whih is the
basi objet entering the hybridization expansion on the Kadano-Baym-
Keldysh ontour C. This funtion enodes the eet of the bath on the
impurity degrees of freedom, as it learly appears in the eetive ation for-
mulation of the theory. As we have shown in setion in the ase of a quantum
impurity oupled to an equilibrium fermioni bath the hybridization funtion
i∆C (t1, t2) an be written as
i∆C (t1, t2) ≡
∑
k
V 2
k
〈TC fk (t1) f †k (t2)〉bath , (A.1)
while in general, i.e. for out of equilibrium fermioni baths, a parametrization
of this funtion in terms of time independent Anderson impurity Hamiltonian
is not possible. From the previous expression we see that i∆C (t1, t2) is given
by the ontour-ordered bath Green's funtion evaluated at the impurity site.
The meaning of this funtion is the following. We onsider a bath of free
fermioni exitations in equilibrium at temperature T , whose hamiltonian
generally reads
Hbath =
∑
k a
εk f
†
ka fka (A.2)
We take as initial density matrix ρ0 the statistial one,
ρin =
e−βHbath
Z
, (A.3)
and dene the ontour-ordered bath Green's funtion as
gk a
(
t, t′
)
= −i〈TC
(
fk a (t) f
†
ka
(
t′
)) 〉 , t, t′ ∈ C (A.4)
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where both time arguments t and t′ live on the three branh ontour C,
while the average is taken over the initial density matrix. The ontour time
ordering TC ats as desribed in the main text, namely ordering operators
aording to their time argument on the ontour C. Conerning the ontour-
time evolution of reation and annihilation operators it is dened as usual
fka (t) = e
iHbatht fka e
−iHbatht . (A.5)
We now disuss the possible time orderings arising from the hoie of t
and t′ along the ontour C, whih naturally lead to a 3× 3 matrix struture
for the ontour-ordered hybridizaton funtion.
i∆C
(
t, t′
)→ i∆ab (t, t′) a, b = 1, 2, 3 (A.6)
A.1 Matsubara Setor
When both arguments live on the imaginary time axis, namely t = −iτ and
t′ = −iτ ′, we reover the standard Matsubara Green's funtion, a part from
the i-fator
g33
k a (τ, τ
′) = −i〈Tτ
(
fka (τ) f
†
ka (τ
′)
)
〉 . (A.7)
We note this funtion is antiperiodi and time-traslational invariant, there-
fore we an set τ ′ = 0 and ompute it in the interval τ ∈ [0, β]. We obtain
for the hybridization funtion the standard result used also in equilibrium
diagMC
∆33 (τ) = −i
∫
dε
π
Γ (ε)n (ε) e−ετ , (A.8)
where n (ε) is the Fermi distribution funtion and we had expliitly intro-
dued the energy-dependent the hybridization Γ (ε)
Γ(ε) = π
∑
k
|Vk|2 δ(ε − εk) . (A.9)
A.2 Keldysh Setor
When t and t′ are both on real-time branhes we are in the Keldysh subspae.
The Green's funtion aquires a 2×2 matrix form, depending on the branh
position (a, b = 1, 2) of the two time arguments, and onsequently also the
hybridization funtion in Eq. (A.1) an be written as a matrix
∆ab
(
t, t′
)
=
(
∆11 (t, t′) ∆12 (t, t′)
∆21 (t, t′) ∆22 (t, t′)
)
. (A.10)
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In partiular, when t is greater/lesser than t′ on the ontour we get the
∆21/∆12 omponent, whih reads respetively
∆21
(
t, t′
)
=
∫
dε
π
Γ (ε) (1− nF (ε)) e−i ε (t−t′) (A.11)
and
∆12
(
t, t′
)
= −
∫
dε
π
Γ (ε) nF (ε) e
−i ε (t−t′) . (A.12)
On the ontrary when the two times are on the same branh we obtain the
time-ordered ∆11 or anti-time ordered ∆12 hybridization funtion, whih
redue to the o-diagonal ones depending on the time interval, namely
∆11
(
t, t′
)
=
{
t > t′ ∆21 (t, t′)
t < t′ ∆12 (t, t′)
(A.13)
and
∆22
(
t, t′
)
=
{
t > t′ ∆12 (t, t′)
t < t′ ∆21 (t, t′)
(A.14)
We note that, by onstrution, sine we are onsidering a time independent
quantum impurity model, all the four Keldysh omponents only depend on
time dierenes t− t′. This property is peuliar of a bath whih is in thermal
equilibrium and do not hold in general for other kinds of non equilibrium
driving protools or in the ase we are solving Non-Equilibrium DMFT.
A.3 Mixed Setor
Finally we have to onsider the ase in whih the two time arguments live
in dierent setors. These mixed hybridization funtions usually take into
aount the short-time memory eets, namely the transient orrelations due
to the hosen initial density matrix. We an distinguish two ases, depending
on wheter t >C t
′
or vieversa. In the former ase, namely when t = −iτ is
on the Matsubara branh while t′ lies on the Keldysh branhes we have
∆31
(
τ, t′
)
= −
∫
dε
π
Γ (ε) (1− nF (ε)) e−ε τ e−i ε t′ (A.15)
as well as
∆32
(
τ, t′
)
= −
∫
dε
π
Γ (ε) (1− nF (ε)) e−ε τ e−i ε t′ . (A.16)
We note that in this ase, as usual for o-diagonal terms, the ontour-time
ordering is xed independently from the values of the time arguments sine
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the Keldysh branhes are always lesser on the ontour C than the imaginary
branh. Moreover, we note there is no dierene in the value of the hy-
bridization funtion if the real-time is plaed on the upper or lower branh,
namely
∆31
(
τ, t′
)
= ∆32
(
τ, t′
)
. (A.17)
. As opposite, when t lies on the Keldysh ontour while t′ = −iτ ′ is on the
Matsubara branh we obtain the other two mixed omponents
∆13
(
t, τ ′
)
= −
∫
dε
π
Γ (ε) nF (ε) e
ε τ ′ e−i ε t = ∆23
(
t, τ ′
)
. (A.18)
Appendix B
Few details on the Gutzwiller
Calulation
B.1 Gutzwiller Approximation in Equilibrium
In this setion we briey reall the Gutzwiller variational approah to the
single band Hubbard model in equilibrium. For simpliity we will disregard
symmetry breaking eets and only fous on the simplest paramagneti ase.
The Gutzwiller ansatz for the many-body ground state wave funtion |Ψ〉
reads
|Ψ〉 = P|Φ〉 , (B.1)
where |Φ〉 is an unorrelated Fermi Sea while P reads
P =
∏
i
Pi Pi =
∑
n
λn Pi,n , (B.2)
where Pi,n = | i, n 〉〈 i, n | are loal operators ating at site i whih projet
onto ongurations with n eletrons, with n = 0, 1, 2.
At zero temperature when the variational solution is obtained by mini-
mizing the total energy written as
Evar = 〈Φ|P†HP|Φ〉 . (B.3)
This alulation an be done exatly in the innite dimensional limit (or in
any-nite dimension within the Gutzwiller approximation), by imposing the
following two onstraints on the variational wave funtion
〈Φ|P2i |Φ〉 = 1 , 〈Φ|P2i c†iσciσ |Φ〉 =
ni
2
. (B.4)
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Figure B.1: Gutzwiller equilibrium phase diagram at zero temperature for
the single band Hubbard model. The paramagneti weakly orrelated metal
is destroyed at a ritial value of the interation u = 1 when the Metal-
Insulator transition ours. Right at the transition both the fration of dou-
bly oupied sites and the quasipartile weight vanishes. The Mott insulator
is featureless, with zero energy and no harge uutations.
Using these onstraints one an show [24℄ that averages over the orrelated
wave funtion |Ψ(t)〉 of loal and non loal operators read, respetively, as
〈Ψ| Oi |Ψ〉 = 〈Φ| PiOiPi |Φ〉 (B.5)
and
〈Ψ| c†iαcjβ |Ψ〉 =
∑
γδ
√
Z⋆iαγ
√
Zjβδ 〈Φ| c†iγcjδ |Φ〉 , (B.6)
where
√
Ziαβ is the quasipartile renormalization fator dened through the
equation ∑
γ
√
Ziαγ 〈Φ| c†iγciβ |Φ〉 = 〈Φ| Pi c†iα Pi ciβ|Φ〉 . (B.7)
In what follows we will only onsider homogeneous wave funtions hene
we will drop out the site-index i from the forthoming expressions. Notie
however that the Gutzwiller approximation has been reently extended to
deal with inhonogeneous eets [18, 19℄
To proeed further it is onvenient to dene, as independent variational
parameters, the orrelated loal probabilites Pn whih are dened in terms
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of the original λn as
Pn = 〈Ψ|n〉〈n|Ψ〉 = λ2n pn , (B.8)
where in the right-hand side we have used equation (B.5) and we have also
introdued the unorrelated probabilities
pn = 〈Φ|n〉〈n|Φ〉 .
In terms of these new variational parameters the onstraints (B.4) an be
easily written as
P0 = 1− n+ P2 , P1 ≡
∑
σ
Pσ = n− 2P2 . (B.9)
A simple alulation gives for the unorrelated probabilities pn the result
p˜a =


(1− n/2) (1− n/2) a = 0
(1− n/2)n/2 a = 1
n2/4 a = 2
The quasipartile renormalization fator
√
Zσ σ′ is written in terms of the
variational parameters Pn as
√
Zσ σ′ = δσ σ′
(√
P0 Pσ +
√
P2 P−σ
)
√
nσ (1− nσ)
(B.10)
from whih we get in the ase of our interest (and posing P2 ≡ D)
Z(D,n) =
2 (n− 2D)
n (2− n)
(√
1− n+D +
√
D
)2
(B.11)
Notie that for D equal to its unorrelated value (D = n2/4) we orretly
get Z = 1, independently on the lling n. All in all the variational energy
in the most general paramagneti ase reads
E (D) = UD + ε¯n Z(D,n) , (B.12)
where ε¯n is the average kineti energy for Fermi sea with lling n. This
quantity an be expressed as an integral over the single partile DoS ρ(ε)
ε¯n = 2
∫
dε ε ρ(ε)f(ε − µ(n))
n = 2
∫
dε ρ(ε)f(ε − µ(n))
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Figure B.2: Gutzwiller equilibrium mean eld solution for the single band
Hubbard model at zero temperature and nite doping δ. We see that for
δ 6= 0 the Mott transition disappears and the system always displays metalli
features, suh as a nite quasipartile weight Z even at large u (see top panel)
or a nite fration of doubly oupied sites D (bottom panel).
A simple alulation reveals that ε¯n = ε¯ n (2− n) where ε¯ < 0 is the average
kineti energy for an half-lled band. We are now in the position to derive
the saddle point equation for the equilibrium double oupany D. After
some algebra we obtain
U
Uc
= F (D, δ) , (B.13)
where the funtion F (D, δ) is given by
F (D, δ) =
1
2
(1− 2δ) − 2D −
√
D (D + δ) +
+
(n− 2D) (2D + δ)
4
√
D (D + δ)
(B.14)
while we have dened Uc = −8ε¯. Let us start disussing the half-lled ase
δ = 0. As we an see from equation (B.14) in this limit the funtion F (D, δ)
grealty simplies and the saddle point equation an be solved analitially.
The result reads, by dening u = U/Uc,
D(u) =
1
4
(1− u) . (B.15)
From this result, using equation (B.11) we an easily ompute the quasipar-
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tile weight Z(u) whih reads
Z(u) = 1− u2 . (B.16)
Both these funtions are plotted in gure B.2 as a funtion of the orrelation
strength u (see dashed lines). We see that the Gutzwiller wave funtion
orretly aounts for the derease of double oupations and quasipartile
weight as the orrelation strength u is inreased. Moreover, it also features
a quantum phase transition, at a ritial value of the interation u = 1,
between a paramagneti metal and a paramagneti Mott insulator whih is
mimiked, in the Gutzwiller approximation, by a system with zero fration
of doubly oupied sites and a omplete suppression of harge utuations
1
.
As soon as the system is moved away from half-lling due to a nite dop-
ing the transition disappears and the system behaves as a orrelated metal
with a nite amount of double oupations and with a nite quasipartile
weight. This an be seen diretly from the expression (B.14). Indeed we
see that for any nite doping δ the funtion F (D, δ) features a square-root
singularity for D → 0 whih is utted o for δ = 0. Due to this peuliar
behaviour we an immediately onlude that the ritial strength Uc(δ) to
obtain a vanishing double oupany (and therefore a Mott insulator in the
Gutzwiller approximation) is pushed to innity for any nite δ. A numerial
solution of the saddle point equation is plotted in gure B.2 and orretly
reprodues the metalli behaviour for any nite u.
B.2 Evaluating the time-derivative on the trial wave
funtion
Let us evaluate the time derivative on the Gutzwiller trial wave funtion (6.1).
By denition this amounts to ompute two terms
|∂tΨ(t)〉 = (∂t P) |Φ(t)〉+ P|∂tΦ(t)〉 .
To ompute the time-derivative of the operator P(t) dened as
P(t) =
∏
i
e−iSi(t)Pi(t) (B.17)
1
We mention that, strilty speaking, the Gutzwiller metal-insulator transition at half-
lling is an artifat of the innite dimensional limit. Indeed in any nite dimension the
Gutzwiller wavefuntion (B.1) shows genuine metalli behaviour with a nite quasipartile
weight and no transition. In order to desribe variationally the Mott transition in nite
dimension a more rih wave funtion is atually needed [28℄
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we take its logarithm
LogP(t) =
∑
i
e−iSi(t) Pi(t)
and take the derivative with respet to time
∑
i
d
dt
Log(e−iSi(t) Pi(t)) = d
dt
LogP(t) = P−1(t) d
dt
P(t) (B.18)
from whih we onlude that
d
dt
P(t) =
(∑
i
d
dt
Log(e−iSi(t) Pi(t))
)
P(t) , (B.19)
where we have used the fat that the operator P(t) ommutes with itself at
dierent times. Using equations (6.2), the result (B.19) an be written also
as
d
dt
P(t) =
(∑
iα
λ˙iα P−1i Oiα − iφ˙iαOiα
)
P(t) ≡ χ(t)P(t) (B.20)
We now will derive the expression (6.7) for the total time derivative of the
average energy, given in the main text.
dE
dt
= 〈Φ(t)|χ†(t)H|Φ(t)〉 + 〈Φ(t)|Hχ(t)|Φ(t)〉
+〈Φ(t)|H⋆(t)|∂tΦ(t)〉+ 〈∂tΦ(t)|H⋆(t)|Φ(t)〉 (B.21)
By using the result for χ(t) as well as the equation of motion for O˙iα, equa-
tion (6.5), we an write the rst line as
〈Φ(t)|χ†(t)H|Φ(t)〉+ 〈Φ(t)|Hχ(t)|Φ(t)〉 =∑
iα
−φ˙iαO˙iα + 〈{P−1i Oiα,H}〉λ˙iα , (B.22)
where in the seond line the average is taken with respet to the orrelated
wave funtion |Ψ(t)〉. It is now easy to show, by the same line of reasoning,
that
∂ P
∂λiα
= P−1i Oiα P
hene the derivative of the energy with respet to λiα reads
∂E
∂λiα
= 〈{P−1i Oiα,H}〉 . (B.23)
Using this last result in equations (B.21) and (B.22) the desired result (6.7)
immediately follows by simple hain-rule dierentiation.
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B.3 Expliit Expression for the Eetive Potential
In the main text we have introdued an eetive potential Γ(D) ontrolling
the dynamis for the double oupation D(t)
D˙ = ±
√
Γ(D) .
Its expliit expression reads, from equations (6.33-6.34), Γ (D) = Γ+ (D) Γ− (D)
where
Γ± (D) = ±
[
E0 − UD − 2ε¯ (n− 2D)
(√
D + δ ±
√
D
)2]
. (B.24)
From this expression we notie that, for any uf , the equilibrium zero tem-
perature Gutzwiller solution D0 (ui, δ) is always an inversion point for the
eetive potential. Indeed it is easy to show, see equation (B.13), that
Γ+ (D0) = 0, sine by onstrution D0(ui, δ) satises the equation
E0 = uf D0 + 2ε¯ (n− 2D0)
(√
D0 + δ +
√
D0
)2
. (B.25)
As a onsequene we an write the eetive potential as
Γ (D) ≡ (D −D0)Φ (D) , (B.26)
with Φ(D) that an be formally written as
Φ (D) = γ3D
2 + (γ2 +D0γ3)D +
(
γ1 +D0γ2 +D
2
0γ3
)
(B.27)
one the eetive potential Γ(D) given in equation (B.24) is written as a
polynomial in D. From this result we obtain for the other two inversion
points D± the following result
D∓ =
(γ2 +D0γ3)∓
√
∆
4uf
, (B.28)
with ∆ = (γ2 +D0γ3)
2 − 4γ3
(
γ1 +D0γ2 +D
2
0γ3
)
. The expliit expression
for the oeients γa an be easily found after some simple but lengthy
algebra. These read

γ3 = −2uf
γ2 = −u2f + 2E0 + uf (1− 2δ) − δ2/4
γ1 = 2ufE0 +
nδ2
4 +
ufnδ
2 − E0 (1− 2δ)
with E0 given by Eq. (B.25). Notie that all the dependene from the initial
interation ui is hidden into the Gutzwiller equilibrium solution D0(ui, δ).
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B.4 Phase Dynamis
In this setion we will desribe in some detail the mean-eld dynamis of
the phase variable, φ(t), whih is onjugate to the double oupany D(t).
We limit our analysis to the half-lled ase whih is the most interesting one
featuring, as we have disussed, a dynamial transition similar to the one of
the simple pendulum.
We start again from the lassial dynamis (6.28-6.29) given in the main
text and use the integral of motion for the energy soon after the quenh E0
E0 = uf D(t)− 1
8
Z(t)
to express the double oupation D as a funtion of the phase φ. This an
be easily done sine at half-lling the quasipartile weight Z aquires the
simple form (6.27)
Z = 16D (1/2 −D) cos2 φ .
A simple algebra gives
D± =
(cos2φ− uf )±
√
∆
4 cos2φ
, (B.29)
where ∆ reads
∆ = (uf − cos2φ)2 + 8cos2φE0(ui, uf ) . (B.30)
Using the zero-temperature Gutzwiller approximation desribed in setion
B.1 to evaluate the initial energy we get
E0(ui, uf ) =
uf
4
(1− ui)− 1
8
(
1− u2i
)
, ui ≤ 1 (B.31)
Note that Eq. (B.31) breaks down in the insulator (ui > 1) where the
Gutzwiller solution has exatly zero energy.
From equation (B.29) we get the quasipartile weight Z± whih reads
Z± = cos
2φ
(
1 +
uf ∓
√
∆
cos2 φ
) (
1− uf ∓
√
∆
cos2 φ
)
(B.32)
We an now substitute the result for D±[φ] into Eq.(6.28) thus obtaining a
losed dierential equation for the phase φ(t). Using the fat that
∂ Zeq
∂D
= 8(1 − 4D) = 8
cos2φ
(
uf ∓
√
∆
)
(B.33)
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Figure B.3: Eetive Potential F (φ) ontrolling the dynamis of φ(t).
and the equation of motion (6.28) we end up with the following dynamis
for φ(t)
φ˙ = ∓Uc
2
√
F (φ) , (B.34)
desribing a single degree of freedom φ in a potential F (φ), see gure B.3,
F (φ) = cos4φ+ 2γ cos2φ+ u2f , (B.35)
where γ =
(
4E0 − u2f
)
. The regions of φ phase spae whih are lassially
aessibles are those for whih F (φ) ≥ 0. It is therefore useful to study the
sign and the stationary points of this funtion. By posing x = cos2φ we
obtain a seond order equation
f(x) = x2 + 2γ x+ u2f (B.36)
whose disriminant is Q = γ2−u2f . For Q < 0 there are no zeros on the real
axis and F (φ) is always positive. In this regime the dynamis for φ is not
bounded (no inversion points) namely the phases is allowed to reah innity.
As opposite for Q > 0 the are inversion points φ± and the motion for φ is
periodi in the interval [φ−, φ+] with period T (ui, uf ), see gure B.3.
To get an expression for the inversion points it is useful to nd the roots
of the equation f(x) = 0 for Q > 0. These read
x± = −γ ±
√
γ2 − u2f . (B.37)
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Using the result for γ, namely
γ = 4E0 − u2f =
u2i
2
− ui uf − 1
2
(B.38)
we an hek that only the positive root x+ an be aepted. Indeed we have
to impose that for ui = uf no dynamis arises, namely that the phase φ = 0.
A simple alulation shows that for ui = uf
x± =
1 + u2i
2
± 1− u
2
i
2
(B.39)
therefore only the positive root is meaningful.
Hene the phase dynamis for uf < ufc is periodi between two simmetri
inversion points φ±(ui, uf ) whih an be written from equation (B.37) as
φ± = ±1
2
arcsinξ(ui, uf ) , (B.40)
where ξ is dened as
ξ(ui, uf ) = 2
√
1
4
−
[
ui (uf − ui/2) +
√
γ2 + u2f
]2
. (B.41)
The ondition Q = 0 identies a speial line of quenhes where a pure
relaxation dynamis for the phase is possible. Using Eq. (B.31) we obtain
for this ondition
γ2 − u2f = (u2i − 1)
(
u2f − ui uf +
1
4
(
u2i − 1
))
(B.42)
Aside from the speial value ui = 1, we an solve the quantity in parenthesis
for uf thus obtaining ufc =
ui±1
2 . We notie that only the + solution is
meaningful in the region ui ≤ 1 we are onsidering, hene
ufc =
ui + 1
2
. (B.43)
We now show that the ritial quenh line also orresponds to a hange in
the stability points of the funtion F (φ), resulting into a diverging period T
and therefore into a dynamial transition from osillation to relaxation. Let
us ompute the stationary points for the funtion F (φ). We get for the rst
derivative
∂F
∂φ
= −2sin 2φ (γ + cos2φ) , (B.44)
whih vanishes at φ = 0, π/2 as well at ±φ⋆ suh that
cos2φ⋆ = −γ . (B.45)
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By omputing the seond derivative we get
∂2F
∂φ2
= 2sin2 2φ− 4cos 2φ (γ + cos2φ) (B.46)
from whih we an onlude that for γ ∈ [−1, 0], whih is always the ase
in the region we are onsidering ui < 1, uf ≤ ucf , φ⋆ is the only minimum
while 0, π/2 are maxima.
A dynamial transition ours whenever the minimum φ⋆ and the in-
version point φ+ given in equation (B.40) merge. Indeed if this happens
the inversion point hanges from a single to a double root of the equation
F (φ) = 0 thus resulting into a logarithmi singularity for the period T whih
is given by
T = 8
Uc
∫ φ+
0
dφ√
F (φ)
. (B.47)
The ondition therefore reads F (φ⋆) = 0 whih gives us, when substituted
in Eq.(B.35),
u2f − γ2 = Q = 0 . (B.48)
We see therefore that the ondition Q = 0, namely uf = ufc, orresponds
to a diverging time sale and to the onset of a relaxation dynamis. Finally
we note that, upon inserting our denition for γ in terms of the onserved
energy E0 we obtain for the ondition Q = 0 the result
u2f − γ2 = 8E0 (2E0 − uf ) , (B.49)
whih stress the fat that, along the ritial line uf = u
c
f the initial energy
vanishes. Notie that the ondition E0 = uf/2 does not introdue novel
solutions but only gives us bak the solution uf = (ui − 1)/2 whih we have
already rejeted.
B.5 Ellipti Integrals
In this appendix we give some useful result on ellipti integrals. The ellipti
integral of the rts kind, F (ϕ, k) is dened as
F (ϕ, k) =
∫ ϕ
0
dθ
1√
1− k2 sin2θ , (B.50)
with k2 < 1 being the modulus and k′ =
√
1− k2 the omplementary modu-
lus. Similarly the ellipti integral of the seond kind reads
E (ϕ, k) =
∫ ϕ
0
dθ
√
1− k2 sin2θ . (B.51)
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The omplete ellipti integrals, of the rst and seond kind, are obtained
when the argument ϕ is equal to π/2, namely
K(k) = F (π/2, k) E(k) = E (π/2, k) . (B.52)
In the main text we have used the following results on denite integrals.
For a > u ≥ b > c we have∫ a
u
dx√
(a− x) (x− b) (x− c) =
2√
a− c F (λ, p) , (B.53)
and similarly∫ a
u
xdx√
(a− x) (x− b) (x− c) =
2c√
a− c F (λ, p) +
+
√
a− cE (λ, p) ,
with λ = arsin
(√
a−u
a−b
)
and p =
√
a−b
a−c .
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